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Young Wild west Routing the "Ghost Dancers''
Or, ARIETTA AND THE SNAKE CHARMER
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Camp of the "Ghost Dancers."
The sun was sinking in the west, gilding the
jagged peaks of the mountain range that ran
parallel with the boundary line between New
Mexico and Arizona, and brightening up what
would be called a desolate scene. To the left
the sluggish stream known as the Black River
flowed on its winding course, through ravines and
deep cuts and across comparatively level spots,
where the grass was green and the cottonwoods
and ·willows lined its banks, with the heavier timber back upon the slopes. The western sky was
tinged with purple and gold, blending into a
brightness that contrasted superbly with the clear
blue that was above. Just as the sun had begun
to disappear behind a high ridge in the distance
the barking of dogs might have been heard from
the wide rayine through which ran the trail before it came to the river.
As the seconds fl itted by, the sounds became
plainer, and then it became evide~t th_at b?th human beings and horses were approachmg m companv with the yelping dogs. Then out from the
mouth of the ravine appeared a large band of
Apache Indians, with the villaino~s, old chie~
.Big Cloud in the lead. It was late m the fall of
the year, and, in spite of the fact that the
Apaches had been fairly well treated by the officers at the Indian agency, nearly five hundred of
them had revolted and left the reservation to live
in the primitive fashion of their forefathers and
make war on the hated palefaces, the traditional
enemies of the redmen. The revolt was largely
due to the efforts of a scheming Apache called
Yellow Dog, who had received a pretty fair education at the school on the reservation and who
had lately become known as a great medicine
m~ . To begin with, he could handle _the worst
of the poisonous snakes to be found without being harmed by them, and _he could ca~l them from
their haunts at short notice by a weird sort of a
chant which he would sing and cause the Indian
boys ~cl little squaws to run to their teepees for
protection.
.
. .
The cunning redskin had also 1ns~ituted what
was called the. "ghost dance." This craze extended to the Sioux tribe in t_he north a _few
years later and it was through it that the S10ux
and the Brules were incited to maJce an outbreak, resulting in a very few months m th<: death
of Sitting Bull, and beyond a doubt puttmg an
end to the great Indian wars. A~ we have stated,
there were nearly five hundred m the band that

had left the reserva,tion, and about one thil'd of
them were braves ind bucks ready and able to
fight. They had accumulated a good supply of
guns and ammunition, and when they ' lcft they
brought plenty of corn and other provender.
A lonely spot in the hills was their destination,
and there it was planned to hold a "ghost dance"
that would be the means of changing the vas.t ter1·itory claimed by the Apaches as their rightful
lands back into the state it had been before the
venturesome white man came to rule them, and
drive them to the limits of a reservation. Chief
Big Cloud firmly believed this would come to pa ss,
for by his arts and powers of deception Yellow
Dog had won him to his side. It was evident that
the Indians were heading for the river, so they
might pitch their camp for the night, for when
they came in sight of the sun-kissed stream,
shouts and cries went up, showing how pleased
they were. The cavalcade, barbarous and primitive in appearance, wound its way along, and
when the bank of the river was reached, a halt
was called. Then the work of putting the camp
in shape began.
In the center of the site selected for the camp
the lodge of the chief was erected, and near it
the hideous-painted teepee of the snake charmer,
or medicine man, found its way. Yellow Dog was
very quiet just then, and had been since the night
before, when he initiated some of the braves into
the ghost dance. The clever villain had a cask
of whisky among his supplies, but as he had made
it appear that he thrust a live rattlesnake into
the bunghole before starting from the reservation thel'e was no danger of any one stealing any
of the stuff. A box that was covered by a wire
net was his principal stock in trade, if such it
might be called, and in this were a number of
poisonous snakes, their fangs being extracted,
t
h unknown to any one but the snake cha1me · self. Fires were kindled, and while some
o '!tie squaws worked away for their immediate
families others prepared to cook the best of the .
food they had for Yellow Dog and the chief.
Neither of the latter named happened to have
anything in the line of a family, Bi~ Cloud having
lost his wife and two papooses m a flood the
spring before, and the medicine man claimed that
he had never married and would not be permitted
to by the Great Spirit until the _refo1mation
should begin. There were several maidens amo!1g
the revolting redskins, comely, as Apache ma11ens go, but there was not one of them who did
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not fear that she might be selecte<l to grace the
teepee of Yellow Dog as .his squaw. While the
preparations to get the camp in order were in
p·rQgress, two enemies of the Apaches were
croucning in a little grove of cottonwoods, less
than a hunch- cl va1ds from the outskirts of the
camp. They were spying upon the redskinsthe1·e was no question about that. One was a
boy, handsome of face and with the figure of an
Apollo, and the other was a tall man of rather
dark complexion, straight as an arrow and with
an eye that gleamed with anything but love for
the Indians. ·when we state th::1t the two were
no _c;C·er than Yon'lg ·wild West, the boy-hem of
the West and Chamnion De~dshot, and C''.,eyenne
. Chal'lic, the fa,wn, ~ scout and Indian fighter. it
will b~ re3d;iy t.:tderstood •hat they W<.>r·~ there
for U,e puriiose 0f g,~tLing a line on the i·o.Lkins
as to num~•e•: and ,, hat they were up to.
But the fact was that Young Wild West and
Cheyenne Charlie had heard about the big band
of "ghost dancers" that had left the reservation,
and they had accepted the invitation of the authorities at Fo1-t Defiance to assist the cavalrymen in routing them. To those of our r eaders
who may not have b ecome thoroughly acquainted
"\\ith our clashing young hero, we will state that,
thougl'I he was a boy in years, he was a man in
every other sense of the word, and that by his
coolness and daring and determination to always
do right, n::i matter what the cost, he had made
a name for himself such as no other young hero
of the Wild West ever dared to aspire for. He
was a champion in everything he undertook,
which is saying a great deal, though he never
aspired to do things that he knew he was not
capable of. Having been born and ·reared in the
wild West and being fond of excitement and adventure from his earliest childhood, he had kept
at it until he was about as near perfect in the
arts of woodcraft, shooting and riding as it was
pos sible for a human being to get. Loved, feared
and hated, he went about from place to place, always looking for something stirring, and ever
ready to help those who needed it. Cheyenne
Charlie had cast his lot with the clashing young
deadshot two or three years before the opening
of our story, and when he was a boy scarcely
seventeen years of age.
Wild, as he was called by intimate acquaintances, could ride and shoot at that time as well
as he could now, and his judgment had always
been marvelous, for a mere boy. Owning and
being interested in several good-paying gold and
silver mines, he had the time and money to permit him to pursue his hobby of hunting for adventure, and thus he had become famous. Cheyenne Charlie was one of his partners, and Jim
Dart, a true boy of the West, who was about his
own age, was the other. As we find our hero
and the scout spying upon the Apache camp, Jim
Dart is in charge of their camp, a mile farther
up the river, where he is waiting, with the "girls"
of the party and the two Chinamen in their employ. The girls referred to were Arietta Murdock, Young Wild West's golden-haired sweetheart; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and
Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim Dart. Of
the three, Arietta was the only one who had been·
born and reared in the wild West, but they all
knew how to use firearms, ride horses and defend
themselves in times of danger. Arietta, how-
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ever, though but a mere child, as far as age was
concerned, was an exception in the way of coolness, bravery and skill with the rifle and revolver. Much of this she had learned from her
dashing young lover, but the primary cause was
• that it .must have been born in her. But more
of the girls later on. Young Wild West and
Cheyenne Charlie had sighted the Indians as they
came out of the wide ravine, and they had
promptly left their camp to ascertain how many
of them there were, and how well they were
equipped. They were now taking in the scene
with no little interest. While they we1·e peering
through the branches and studying the busy scene
before them a yell went up from one of the sentries of the redskin band, and, turning their gaze
in the direction it came from, they were surprised
to see a dilapidated wagon, with a canvas top and
d1,awn by a team of mules, emerge from the
ravine.
CHAPTER IL-The Peddler and His Darky.
The Apache who had first discovered the
wagon coming alo·-:: the trail ·was about as much
surprised as were Young Wild West and Cheyenne CharUe, for an elderly white man was driving the mules. The fact that the members of the
band had started on the warpath against the palefaces was quite enough to make the brave sound
the alarm in a hurry. But the driver of the
dilapidated, old vehicle did not seem to be much
concerned over it. In less than ten seconds from
the time they heard the yell of the sentinel, fully
fifty braves were running toward the wagon
Then the old man seemed to grow a trifle uneasy,
"Them Injuns seem!:, ter be macl _about some·
thin'," he observed, as he turned his face toward
the rear of the covered wagon. "Wake up, Julius
Napoleon! Injuns is after us!"
"Wha' dat, boss?" came the 1·eply, as a woolly
head raised up from the rear. "Injuns, yo' clone
say, boss? Why, de Injuns won't hurt us! Dey
is all good Injuns nowadays."
The darky crept to the front of the wagon and
was just in time to see the foremost of the
Apaches less than twenty yards away, and advancing with their guns raised in a threatening
manner.
"Fo' de Lor'!" he gasped. "Dey done mean to
kill us, sure, Boss Greenwood! Dey must be
Injuns dat's on de warpath, like what we read
about. Git out de guns, fo' we mus' fight!"
"Don't do nothin' of ther kind," was the reply.
"We couldn't lick that crowd, no matter how hard
we tri,ed. I'll jest talk to 'em, an' see if I can't
reason with 'em. It may be that I'll be able ter
sell 'em some of my Yankee notions afore I got
through with 'em. I always was a persistent
sort of feller ter home, an' when I made up my
mind ter do a thing, I ginerally come mighty nigh
ter doin' it. Here, I've been sellin' goods at a
profit of two hundred per cent. ever since J've
been out in this wilderness, an' I calculate that
I ain't r,-oin' ter stop business on account of any
Injuns. I'm--"
Just what he was going to continue with would
be hard to tell, but he was interrupted by one of
the redskins, who discharged a rifle and sent the
bullet through the top of the wagon, right above
his head.
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"Hey, there !" he cried, waving them back.
"Don't shoot! We ain't done noth in' t er deserve
it. I'm Darius Greenwoo d, a peace-lov in' peddler
of Yankee notions. Be a little bit r easonable ,
won't yer? I want ter talk bu siness with yer."
By this time a score or more Apaches had
gathered about the odd-looki ng outfit. For reasons of his own, Julius Napoleon had dropped
down in the rear of the wagon again, and he was
holding fast of his crop of black wool, as though
he expected every moment to have it lifted. One
of the redskins jumped up on the seat, and, with
a shove, sent the old man sprawling on the
ground. He was seized and tossed around roughly then, for ah hands seemed to be anxiou s to
get hold of him, and finally, when he was allowed to stand on his feet, he saw the Indian driving
the mules straight for the camp.
"Well, I'll be gumswizz led!" he exclaimed .
"Did yer ever see sich impoliten ess in all your
life? They've gone off with my mules, wagon,
stock in trade, nigger an' all! Hey, you r edskin
fellers! If yer don't stop your foolin' I'll report
thi s to thei#soldi ers -when I git to ther fort!"
Many of the Apaches could understan d every
word he said, and they laughed heartily, showing that they enjoyed the apparent innocence of
the old man. One of them took a trusty revolver from his coat pocket, and then, catching
hold of his arm, started him on a trot after the
wagon. In this way the peddler of Yankee notions reached the camp of the Ghost Dancers.
Big Cloud stood with folded arms in front of his
lodge, his chest thrown out and a look of importance on his scarred and painted visage.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed , as Da1·ius Greenwoo d
halted before him. "Where paleface come from?"
"I come from Connectic µt, ther land of ther
wooden nutmegs," was the quick reply. "Are
you the high cockaloru m of this crowd?"
"Me Big Cloud, chief of Apache Ghost Dancers," was the reply, while the redskin puffed his
chest out au inch or two further.
"Well, if that's ther case, I've got a complain t
ter make to yer. These here Injuns of you·rs is
altogethe r too rough in their play. Why, one of
'em chucked me out' of my own wagon, an' if I
hadn't landed on my hands an' knees I might have
struck on my head an' broke my neck. I want
yer ter punish 'em fur it, do yer hear?"
The chief laughed as heartily as it was possible
for an Apache chief to do, for it was so very humorous that he could not help it. But just then
the braves, who had started in to find out what
was in the wagon, pulled out Julius Napoleon ,
and the yell the frightene d darky let out awoke
the echoes and started the dogs of the camp to
barking furiously. The chief was evidently of
the opinion- that he had a fool pure and simple
to deal with, and, 1·aising his foot, he made a
kick at the peddler, which would have undoubtedly knocked him off his feet had it struck him.
But the foot did not reach him, and instead it
was caught by Darius Greenwoo d's right hand.
This move was followed by a quick jerk, and Big
Cloud fell sprawling on the ground.
"If you're goin' ter try ter be funny, I'll jest
show yer what I kin .do in that line!" exclaimed
the peddler. "Folks ter home always allowed
that I was putty good with my hands an' feet,
an' I ain't a bit too old ter let you varmint
know about it!"
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But the paleface prisoner's tdumph was very
short-lived, fo1· the next moment he was seized
by a couple of the braves and quickly bound
'h and and foot. The darky had put up a fight
when h e was dragged out of the wagon, but he
had no more chance than a fly in a spider web,
and he, too, was -bound and thrown upon the
ground. Then the chief ca me around and, after
kicking the peddler twice and the darky once,
tnmed his attention to the wagon. At ·a command from him, the mules were unhitched and
led away, and then the contents of the wagon
were hauled out. When Darius Greenwood said
that he was peddling Yankee notions he certainly ·
told th,ll truth, for there was a little of everything in the stock he carried, from pins and
needles to ribbons and calico.
But there was hardly one arjicle that was
worth as much as a dollar, the most being of the
very cheap sort. J ewclry was principall y his
ware, and there was such an amount of it that
the eyes of the redskins fairly bulged when they
saw it tumbled in a heap on the ground. The
squaws forgot all ·about their work and made a
rush for the pile. . For a wonder, the chief allowed them to scramble for the stuff, and as fast
as he thought one had all that she was entitled
to he would send her away with a kick. In less
than fifteen minutes the whole stock of the peddler hacL been divided among those who were
lucky enough to get anything out of the scramble.
"vVell, are yer satisfied? " asked Greenwood,
when the scramble and division was over. "If
yer ain•t, make 'em put ther stuff back in ther
wagon an' then start over ag'in."
"Paleface heap 11'1:uch fool!" declared Big Cloud,
who understoo d him perfectly. "He no right
herse," and he tapped his forehead.
"Maybe you think so, but I don't," was. the
retort. "You've gone an' cleaned me out, an'
'have made a poor man of me, fur I ain't got
more'n ten dollar s to my name now. I was dependin' on makin' a couple of hundred dollars
clear from ther sale of that lot of stuff. But look
at it now! Every squaw in ther camp is foolin'
with my jewelry an' notions. You may have an
idee that this -is a picnic, but some one will have
ter pay fur it, yer kin bet your boots!"
. "Paleface ma1:1 will no want pay, for he will
die to-morrow rught at the ghost dance," said Big
Cloud. "He will be the first sacrifice to the Great
Spirit."
"Big Cloud speaks with much wisdom," spoke
up the medicine man, as he came forward in time
to catch what was said. "Yellow Dog put the
words in his mouth. The paleface and the black
man shall be put among my ,rattlesnak es, and
when they have been bitten until they can no
longer see, they shall be burned at the stake.
The Great Spirit of the Ghost Dancers says so,
and he must be obeyed!"
"Well, I'll be gumswizz led!" exclaimed Darius
Greenwood, turning to the darky. "What do- yer
think of that, Julius Napoleon ?"

CHAPTE R III.-Read y to Try for the Rescue.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie watched what took place when the Apaches met the
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traveler in the wagon with no little interest.
They soon realized that the old man was quite a
character in .his way, and they could not help
smiling at the way he took his capture. As the
peddler talked in a rather loud and shrill voice,
they could hear everything said; but the guttural tones of the chief were not quite distinct
enough for them to hear. Wild decided to get a
little nearer to the camp, so he might find out
just what the Apaches proposed to do with their
two p1·isonc1s. He worked his way down the hill
and soon got close enough to hear all that was
said. It was just then that he heard the chief
say that the two were to be put to death the following night-that they were to be offered as a
sacrifice in honor of the "Ghost Dancers," in fact.
This relieved the boy somewhat, as he had feared that the Indians would take the notion to kill
the prisoners right away. Having heard all he
cared to just then, he made his way back to his
waiting companion, and then the two started for
their own camp. They got there before darkness
set in. Jim Dart ancl the girls, who had been not
a little anxious about them. and who ha<! been
wat<-hing the Indian encampment from the hill
above the camp, were more than glad to see them
come back safely.
"Well, Wild, what was all the commotion
about?" asked Arietta, as her dashing young
lover brushed bac·k his long chestnut hair and
took a seat on a log near her. "Jim says he saw
them running about, as if th ey ,Yere excited
over something."
"Well, the1e was quite a little excitement over
there, Et," y ·;.>s the reply. "The redskins captured an old ma~ and a darky, who we1·e following their trail with a mule wagon. The old man
is a peddler of Yankee notions, so he told them;
but he won't be in business very soon again, for
thi> squaws cleaned him out of his stock."
Then he related all that had taken ulace, not
for~E}ttine; to tell them how Darius Greenwood
had acted. The girls smiled, in Rpite of the fact
that the prisoners were in a bad situation. But
probably this was because they relied on the
da.~hirig young deadshot to find a way to !!"et them
out of the scrape they were in. Young Wild West
di,1 not me'lri to remain in camp so close to the
rer!,-.kins that night. After it got good and dark
it was his intention to >nove farther along the
rive,· and stop until daylight. Then they would
go to the spot where they had agreed to meet
th0 cavalry and wait fo1· them. Our friends had
eate"l their supper before the Indians- appeared in
sight, so there was nothing to hinder them from
~ettin~ out whenever they pleased. Wing- Wah,
the cook, and Hop Wah, who was his brother and
the "h~mdy man" of the party, were ready to load
the pack horses at a short notice.
The two Chinamen were very innocent-looking
fellow~. But they could hardly be called that
after one came to kntiw them, especially Hop. He
waR really a wonder in his way, for he could
perform sleight-of-hand tricks with the greatest
of ease and mystify those who watched him.
Then he was a professional card sharp and liked
gambling as well as he did eating and drinking.
Both Hop and Wing had listened to the recital of
what took place at the Apache camp, and Hop
had become greatly interested. He had experienced all sorts of thing-s with redskins, and that
:was why he was oo interested.
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"Me likee go lookee at um ledskin camp before
we go away, so be, Misler Wild," he said. "Maybe me makee um Melican man and um niggee
man allee samee gittee 'way flom um Ghostee
Dancers."
"I reckon you could come pretty near doing it,
Hop," replied Young· Wild West. "But we don't
want to let the redskins know that we are
around, so, as long as the prisoners are not to
be injured until to-morrow pight, we had better
wait till we meet the cavalry."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
The Chinaman always abided by what the
young deadshot said. But as it began to get very
dark, our hero began to think that if a rescue
could be effected that night it would be all the
better for the two prisoners. He finally came to
the conclusion that it might be a good idea to
take Cheyenne Charlie and Hop with him to the
camp, and sec what could be brought about by
strategy. Tu ming to the scout, he observed:
"What do you think about letting Jim and the
girls go on farther up the river, while we take
Hop and go and see what ·we can do for the peddler and his darky, Charlie?"
"Jest what ye1· say, Wild," was the reply, while
Charlie showed by his actions that he would be
only too glad to go.
"Well, we will try it, then," said our hero.
"Hop, help ~·our brother to get the pack horses
1eady, and then we will go. But I want you to
be sure that you have got your fireworks and
other contrivances with you when we go. There
is a great medicine man there, and he can do
wonderful things, for any galoot that carries a
lot of rattlers around with him isn't to be sneezed
at."
"Me no likee lattlesnakes, so be," the Chinaman
declared, as he started to help his brother with
the work they had been assigned to. "Livee lattlers allee samee no goodee. But me gotee nicee
one maclee outee lubber, so be, an' him velly
nicee littlesnake. Me showee to um medicine
man, and me allee samee makee him sickee!"
As he followed up his gift of sleight-of-hand
a great deal, the clever Chinaman had all sorts
of articles to help him out in the deception he
practiced. The rubber rattlesnake was one of
them, and it certainly was very lifelike in appearance. In a few minutes t_he camp was broken up and .the pack horses loaded. The t"\\·o
Chinamen were so used to doing it that they
worked on a system.
.
"Now, then," said Wild, "Jim, just keep right
along with the river, and be ready to move at a
moment's notice. It may be that the redskins
will pursue us, and if they do '"'e will not head
this way, but make for the sand hills to the right
to throw them off. If you hear firing you will
know it is time to look out for yourselves. You
can easily hide from them in the dark, I reckon."
"All right," Dart an,owered. "I reckon we'll
manage it all right, Wild."
Our hero now mounted his sorrel stallion Spitfire and Charlie and Hop got upon their horses.
The Chinaman's mount \.Vas a broncho, swift and
full of endurance, though the match of our hero's
splendid steed had never been found as yet. The
scout'.- bay was one of the best that money could
buy, so they were pretty well fixed in case they
had to flee for their liYes from the Ghost Dancers. The Indian camp being so near, the three
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Jet their horses go at a walk. V1' hen they got as
close as thev deemed advisable with the horses,
Wild dismounted. Charlie and Hop followed suit.
"Now, then," whispered our hero, "we will each
do a certain part in this. Charlie, you try to
get a couple of horses for the prisoners to ride,
in case we manage to get them; Hop, you rmeak
up and do something to att ract the attention of
the redskins away from their prisoners, and I
will try and liberate them. It is going to be a
big risk, for there are so many of them that we
won't stand a very Rood chance."
But neither the ,;cout nor the Chinaman seemed to fear the risk, so they all set out to do what
they could.
CHAPTER IV.-Hop Gets Ready for Business.
Though the stars were shining, it was very
dark in the neighborhood of the Apache camp.
On one side of it was a high bluff, the river, which
was very narrow at that point, ilowing on the
other. Across the stream the bluffs were still
higher, and this shut off a great deal of the light.
The TOcks were so numerous and the trees that
grew in groups close to the edge of the river stood
our hero and his two companions in good stead
just then, for they concealed their approach. Hop
had learned a great deal from Wild and his part~
ners, and he could get along without making
much noise. The three kept together until they
were within a few yards of the sentries that had
been posted by the old chief. As dark as it was,
they had no trouble in picking out two of the
braves who were doing guard duty, and Wild
made up his mind that they must go between
them in order to get into the camp. Having selected the spot, he proceeded to work his way
ahead, followed by Charlie and the Chinaman.
Slowly they neared the critical point, and when
they were there, an Apache was within twenty
feet of them on either side. But luck was with
them, for just then one of the redskins had something to tell the other, and he walked over to
him, passing the clump of bushes the three were
crouching behind so close that he caused it to
move. 'l'he moment he began talking in low
tones with the other brave, our .f riends started to .
moving. They had to do it quickly, for . there
was no telling how soon the Indian might come
toward them. There was another thing they had
to contend with, and that was the dogs. Just
now they were remarkably quiet, and should any
of them happen to note the approach of the intruders the whole pack would start to barking.
But the dogs of Indians have a way of barking
fo1· nothing at all, and--if such a thing did happen
it might not be noticed.
Young Wild West w~ pretty sure that the
Apaches had no idea that there was any one
around spying- on them, and that probably made
them less vigilant, though the sentries were stationed close enough together to be pretty sui·e of
discoveriJ.1g a spy, unless he was a very clever
one. It happened that those creeping into the
camp were all expert at that sort of business,
even to the Chinaman, who was not supposed to
understand such business. Nearer and nearer
crept the trio, and the next minute they were
ri'5ht in the Tear of the_ crooked line of teepees.
They had worked their way through the sentry
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line all right, and that was half the battle. The
next thing to do was to accomplish their purpose and then get out of the camp. Wil1I motioned his companions to get their ears close to
him now, and when they had clone so he said,
speaking- in a very low whisper:
"Now comes the time. Hop, I want you to
manage it so you are not disc'oYered. Do something to attract the attention of the redskins n~ar
the prisoners, but make them think that it is
clone by some supernatural means-work your
magic on them. You know pretty well what I
mean. I don't want you to get caught by them,
but you must get to your horse the same time as
we do."
"Me undelstand, Misler Wild," was the reply.
"Me fixee, so be."
Charlie now started for the place where the
horses were tethered, while Wild and. the Chinaman ,vorked their way toward the prisoners.
They could not see them yet, but our hero knew
just about where they were, if they had not been
changed to some other part of the camp since he
was there before. The two went on around the
teepees and soon a dog began barking. But they
paid little attention to this, and kept on moving.
As they reached the fifth or sixth teepee in the
row they came in sight of the chief's lodge and
the prisoners, who were sitting on the ground beneath a thick-leafed tree, and quite near it. Our
hero scanned their faces as best he could, and
he noticed that while the dwarky appeared to be
much dejected, his boss was taking it coolly. Wild
then told Hop to proceed and to use his own
judgment, while he himself would cre·e p up close
to the tree under which the captives were sitting,
with their w1:ists and ankles tied by stout thongs.
Hop nodded and crept away around the next teepee. \Vile! "·anted to give him all the time he
could, so he moved rather slowly. He remained
there for fully three minutes and then sta1ted to
work his ,vay to the coveted spot.
Meanwhile Hop was making rapid headway. As
he drew nearer, he took a good look at the captives, and when he observed how disconsolate the
darky looked he could not help grinning. Then
his gaze suddenly fell upon the teepee of the
snake charmer. It was in such gaudy colors and
the objects painted upon it were so hideous in
appeawnce that Hop thought he might have suddenly dropped back into Northern China and
landed among some of the wile! heathens. But he
only grinned and nodded with satisfaction. As
luck would have it, Yellow Dog came out just
then and began stmtting up and cjown before his
teepee. The groups of Apaches scattered about
at once ceased their conversation and watched
him in a fearsome way. There was no doubt that
the medicine man had a great hold upon their
superstition. Hop grinned more than ever this
time. He was now almost di1·ectly behind the
teepee of Yellow Dog, and to reach it he would
have to pass another and partly expose himself.
But it was worth taking the risk, he thought.
Before trying it, however, he quickly cut a slender
saplhlg that was perhaps eight feet in length.
Then he produced a piece of thin twine that was
easily three yards long and, taking the rubber
rattler from his pocket, he tied one end of the
string to the tail. The oth':!r end was quickly
made fast to the smaller end of the sapling. Then
the clever Chinaman took a square object from

---
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another pocket and gave a nod of pleasure. The
square object was roughly made and seemed to
be nothing more than a bunch of wrapping paper,
with a string tied about it. But it was something
more than that, as will be seen. Getting low to
the ground, the Celestial crept softly by the
dangerous spot and got to the rear of the medicine man's tent. Notwithstanding that our hero
had told him that the medicine man had several
rattlesnakes, Hop made ready to go into the teepee. He peeped around the side and saw the
wonderful medicine man still stalking up and
down, with a majestic tread.
Then Hop made a Jong slit in the back of the
teepee with his keen-edged knife. He appliecthis
eye to ' the opening and could see 1·ight through,
as the flap of the teepe was opn. Two mor slits
and the opening was large enough for him to
crawl through. Without any hesitation, the clever
Chinaman entered the teepee that was forbidden
to eYery one save Yell ow Dog himself.
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horses. Then he gave a hard tug and the animals began to rear and plunge. Cheyenne Charlie thought it high time he acted, so he arose as
quick as a flash.
Thud! The butt of his heavy Smith & Wesson
revolver came down upon the head of the angered brave. Down he went like a log, for the
blow had stunned him completely. Charlie quieted the horses and then turned his attention to
the redskin. He always carried more or less of
stout cord about him, for he never knew just
when he might need it. It did not take him long
to bind the unconscious Indian, and then he made
a sort of gag from a part of the clothing his victim had on and settled all possible chance of"his
crying out when he came to. Charlie now led
the horses slowly through the wood and undergrowth. But he soon saw that it would be impossible for him to get through the lines without
being seen by the other guai·d. Tying the horses
to a tree, he went after the other guard. If he
got him out of the way he would have an easy
thing of it, and, realizing that he had no time to
lose, he got a hasty move on. Charlie grasped
CHAPTER V.-CharUe Gets a Couple of Horses. the same weapon he had used so successfully on
Cheyenne Charlie seemed to have struck luck the othe1• fellow, and steadily he drew near the
too, for he managed to get right among the unsuspecting redskin. At length only a distance
horses belonging to the Indians with but little o:f ten feet lay between them. The brave took a
trouble. He knew that Wild would make for notion just then to go to the bank of the river.
the spot where their own horses had been left Charlie went after him as noiselessly as a ghost.
the instant he got ready to leave, so he decided The Apache did not pause until he reached the
that the best thing he could do was to get a bank, and when the scout saw that he was bent
couple of them over there, and be ready when the on getting a drink he gave an inward chuckle.
time came. But to creep past the sentries was Stealthily as a cat, he crept forward and, leaning
one thing and to lead horses past them was an- over, he made ready to strike the brave as he
other. The redskin guards must be got away in made a move to rise. But just then the edge of
some fashion. The scout was not long in hitting the bank caved in and the Indian slipped and fell
upon a plan. He thought it over quickly, and his partly in the. water. Charlie reached for him
conclusion was to get the two horses as close e.s and succeeded in getting hold of his shoulder.
he could to the line of the sentries and then wait But the Apache realized what was up right away,
for there was enough starlight there for him to
for Wild and Hop to come.
As soon as he heard them, he would throw a see that it was a white man who had attacked
stone into the river, and the splash would un- him. He opened his lips to let out a cry of
doubtedly draw the guards there to find out what warning, but before he could do it the scout's
it meant. If this would not suffice, some other hand caught him by the throat and the cry froze
means would ha-..e to be used. He got a couple on his lips. Up on the bank Charlie pulled him,
of the best horses he could find, and then, putting and then a fierce struggle began. But the Inbridles on them, staited to lead them away. But dian managed to get hold of his knife, and,
he had not gone. more than a dozen feet when throwing back his hand, he made a savage lunge
he heard footsteps and saw the form of a man at bis opponent.
approaching. The scout drew his keen-edged
By good luck Charlie dodged the blow, and then
hunting knife and thought gtimly:
he brought his revolver down on the 1·edskin's
"It's got ter be me or you, you red galoot! I skull, with a thud. No human being could withdon't want it ter be me, so look out fur your- stand such a blow as that, and down ,vent the
self!"
seco~l victim to his knees. He gasped and fell
Crouching low behind a bush, with the bridle over, Charlie taking care to swing him around so
rein s in his hand, the daring scout waited. But he did not go into the. water. Then it was that
it was not for long, for in a few seconds the In- Charlie had all he could do. "\Yith the Indian trydian brave was there. He paused and showed ing hard to deal him a stab with the knife and
great signs of surprise at seeing the two horses he holding his tlu-oat, so he could not · utter a
away from the rest. Then he stepped up to them cry; he ce1tainly had his hands full. True, he
evidently for the purpose of catching them and could easily have despatched him by dealing him
leading them back. Cheyenne Charlie got ready a few more blows, but he did not want to do that.
for business. He quickly changed his revolver But the struggles of the Apache quickly subto the hand that had been holding the knife in sided. The blow had really been too much for
readiness. The Indian stepped up and caught the him, and, with his wind shut off by that awful
two horses by their heads. Then he fried to lead grip on his neck, he soon collapsed entirely. With
them back to the rest. But the scout was hold- the rope and piece of the redskin's clothing
ing the bridle reins, so they did not move. The Charlie soon fixed him the same as he had done
Apache gave a grunt of anger and disgust at with the other. The scout now quickly returned
what he thought was the stubbornness of the and got the horses; It was easy for him to lead
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them over the sentry line now, for there was not
an Apache within a hundred yards of him. The
daring scout soon got the Indian ponies to the
spot where his and Wild's horses were tied. This
done, he set out to retm11 to the camp, so he
might be of some assistance to Wild and the
Chinaman. He took a look at both Indians before he went on in. The last one he had tackled
was evidently unconscious, but the other was wide
awake, and doing his best to break his bonds and
let out a cry of warning to his people. Charlie
gave him to understand that if he did not remain
perfectly still he would suffer death, and then he
hastened for the teepees.
As he neared the spot he heard a voice exhorting in the language of the Apaches, and,
1·aising his head, he saw a fantastically dressed
1·edskin doing a dance before the two prisoners,
and talking away at the same time.
"That's ther medicine man what's got ther
snakes," he muttered. "I feel jest like lettin' him
have a bullet, 'cause ther cavalrymen said as how
he was ther cause of ther outbreak V-lell, he'll
git what's comin' ter him afore this thing is over,
see if he don't! Hello! What's that? Hop's gittin' in his fine work now, as sure as guns!"
A sputtering mass o-f different colored sparks
was shooting up from the fire that was directly
in front of the medicine man's teepee. Cheyenne
Charlie knew what harl caused this. The clever
Chinaman must be right close to the spot, and
'he crept nearer, so he could be on hand when
Wild cut the prisoners loose.

CHAPTER VI.-The Medicine Man ls Surprised.
Darius Greenwood made out that he was indifferent as to what went on, and so well did he
act that even the chief and the snake-charming
medicine man were deceived. The darky, however, was much dejected, and he did not try to
conceal it. The fact was that the old man was
not so much worried about the loss of his stock in
• trade as he \Vas about what was going to become
of him. He had not dreamed of such a thing as
meeting a big band of hostile Indians, and he had
been quite a little time in believing that they
really were hostile. But there was no doubt
about it now, and as he sat on the ground, trying hard to figure out a way of getting out of
the scrape he was in with a whole skin, the minutes flitted by and darkness came on.
One thing about it, the redskins saw fit to give
the captives something to eat, and though the
meat was. not half cooked and lacked enoµgh salt
to flavor 1t, they were hungry, and swallowed as
much of it as they thought advisable to keep up
their strength. Julius Napoleon would not have
eaten a mouthful if his boss had not advised him
to, so when he tried to do so he found that his
appetite ovrercame his fear sufficiently to get the
supper down. After the evening meal was over
the squaws and children of the camp formed a
sort of parade and marched around to inspect the
two captives. Then it was that the situation became more unpleasant than ever, for sticks and
stones were thrown at them, and some of the old
men of the band spat upon them and called them
hard names. But the Yankee peddler bore it all
with a grim sort of fortitude that was to be corn-
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mended, for few would have let it pass without
crying out for mercy. The clarky did this several
times, and each time he got haraosed all the more.
After a while the sport subsided, and then the
two were left to themselves. But it was not for
long, for when the medicine man came out of his
teepee and began stalking up and clown in such a
pompous way, Darius Greenwood felt that something was going to happen. He was surely right,
though it was hardly the medicine man who was
going to cause it. But Yellow Dog was up to
something, just the same. When he had spent
fully ten minutes in walking up and clown, the
inmates of the camp remaining silent meanwhile,
he suddenly darted toward his teepee again. At
that very moment Hop Was was inside! The
clever Chinaman was getting ready to do something that would attract the attention of the
Apaches, and thus afford Young Wild West an
opportunity to release the prisoners. It was only
by the greatest of good luck that Hop was enabled to hide himself under a blanket in time to
escape being detected by the medicine man. He
managed to do it, however, and, remaining perfectly quiet, he waited to find out what was going
to h:+pnen. The light from the fire that had bee:i
kindled especially for the benefit of Yellow Dog
enabled him to peer from under the edge of the
blanket and watch what the redsk in did.
First he put a hie; necklace of rattling bones
and cattle horns about his neck, and then he went
to the other side of the teepee, -which y.as an extra large one, and lifted a square box that might
have contained soap at one time from the ground.
Then he went outside and placed the box on the
ground before the two prisoners. Darius Greenwood looked at the box suspiciously, for he noticed that tl')ere was a netting of fine wire over
the top of it in lieu of a lid.
"Yellow Dog, the g-reat medicine man of the
Apaches, will show the paleface and the black
man the snakes that will bite them until they
cannot see to-monow after the sun sets, and the
Ghost Dancers dance until the great change shall
take place," said the villainous trickster.
"Yer needn't mind about showin' 'em ter us;
wait till ther time comes," replied the )lecldler
quickly. "Rattlesnakes ain't ter my likin', anyhow."
"Fo' de Lor'!" groaned the clarky. "I's clone be
gone sure if de snakes bite me!"
"Keep a stiff upper lip, Julius Napoleon," spoke
up the Yankee. "Gittin' afraid never clone no one any good yet. If we must see ther snakes, why,
we'll see 'em, that's all."
.
Yellow Dog nodded.
"Paleface heap much brave," he said. "He die
to-morrow night, and the Ghost Dancers will
please the Great Spirit. All the palefaces will be
driven back to the sea, and the reclmen will have
the hunting grounds of their forefathers."
"That sounds very nice, Mister Medicine Man,"
answered Greenwood, who was making a wonderful bluff at being cool and indifferent. "I'm
mighty sure that you'll never drive ther palefaces
out of this country, no matter how much your
ghost dancin' an' your Great Spirit wants it done.
Ther white man has come here ter stay, an' ther
There
11eclman has got ter do as he says, too.
ain't enough of yer ter stop their progress, fUl.'
westward ther course of civilization takes itl!
way!"
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Yellow Dog did not seem to take much stock
in the captive's view of the matter. He gave a
grunt, and then he tipped over the box, lifting
the screen slightly at the same time. Out rolled
a rattlesnake that was fully three feet in length.
The reptile quickly coil~d itself and the whirring
sound of its rattles rang out. Then Yellow Dog
coolly grabbed it by the neck and let the coils
wind about his arm. The eyes of all the Indians
who could see hlm, including those of Big Cloud,
were instantly fixed upon him. The medicine
man stepped up and placed the fangs of the
~- snake vrithin an inch of the darky's nose.
"Don't!" gasped Julius Napoleon, who was so
frightened that he could not raise his voice.
Next the reptile's head went close to the nose
of Greenwood. The man never flinched, though
it was plain that it was only by a great effort
that he did not. As the medicine man pulled
back the snake, it managed to wriggle partly
from his hand, and then it turned and bit hlm
on the arm. The redskin uttered a sharp cry as
he folt the sting of the fangs, but he quickly recovered and made very light of it. But, as has
been stated before, the poison had been drawn
from the reptile's fangs, and so there was no•
danger.
The Apaches did not know this, however, and
t hey thought that the medicine man bore a
charmed life, since he never did anything to try
and allay the effects of the poison when one of
his snakes happened to bite him. But it was
evident that he thought he had fooled enough
with it for the time, for he put the snake back
into the box and closed the screen. Then he began delivering an oration to_ the brave~, and in a
minute or two he started m to dancmg a few
steps of the ghost dance, just to show thel'll; how
it was done. Hop was now ready for business.
He had the- sapling, with the snake hanging from
the end of it, ready, and the small package he
intended to u se was in his right hand. The
blazing fire was but a few feet from the teepee
and, gauging the distance, he let the package go.
It struck almost in the center of the fire, and as
the medicine man was making so much noise and
was being watched so closely, it was not noticed.
In just about ten seconds there was a sharp, hlssing noise, and then a column of colored sparks
sliot up·ward from the fire. Ther~ is no doubt
that every Indian there but the medicine man
him self thought he was the cause of the unusual
spectacle.
Yellow Dog ceased his p-yrations instantly. He
stared at the flying sparks and did not open his
mouth. While it was really sheer astonishment,
the :=;pectators thought he was communing- with
the Great Spirit. But if he was communing with
anybody or anything, he was rudely disturbed, for
the next moment something hit him on the shoulders, and, turning his gaze upon it, he found
what he thought to be one of his own snakes
flying around him, as though it was a bird. Then
it was that the great medicine man and snake
charmer let out a yell that was plainly one of
fear and dropped to the ground upon all fours.
He began beating the ground with his fists. and,
spell-bound at the remarkable sight, the redskins
kept their eyes fixed upon him. The snake had
disanpeared by this time, and as it went the
bonds of the two captives were severed and a
voice whispei:ed close to their ears:
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"Creep back here! Hurry! Just follow me,
and make no noise."
It was Young Wild West who was talking to
them. The clever Chinan1an had surely attracted
the attention of the Apaches long enough to permit him to liberate the prisoners, and now unless
somethlng tu~ed up, they stood a pretty g ood
chance of getting out of the camp before their
absence was discovered. The moment Hop saw
tlr~m creep out of sight he went out through the
b'.1ck of the teepee, taking his rubber snake with
him. The medicine man was still pounding the
ground with Iris hands, for it was evident that he
had not yet been able to make himself understand
the cause of the remarkable happenings of the
past few minutes.
CHAPTER VIL-A New Danger Threatens.
Young Wild West was almost compelled to pull
the darky along, but not so with Darius Greenwood. He was perfectly alive to the situation
and he showed considerable skill, t oo, in the art
of moving along witho ut making noise. ·
' "You come r ight on, and don 't you make a bit
of _noise, i~ you want to get away," our hero
whispered m ilie ear of J ulius Napoleon.
"I
reckon you've got a little sense in that thick skull
of yours, haven't you?"
"Yes, boss," answered the dark y, speaking
aloud.
Wild quickly thrust the muzzle of his revolver
under his n ose.
"Just make another sound like that and I'll
shoot you!" he threatened. .
Then the colored man awoke to the realization
that he must do as he was told. Wild hurried
along, forcing the c!arky to keep up with him and
he headed straight for the place where the 'lines
of the camp had been crossed. The three had not
proceeded more than fifty yards when they '\vere·
met by Cheyenne Charlie.
"Come right ahead," whispered the scout. "Git
up an' trot along softly. Ther way is clear,
'cause I've got two of ther varmints fixed so they
can't give ther alarm."
Wild arose to his feet, lifting the darky u p •
bodily.
"Y?u step mighty easy," he said sternly.
"You ve got to act the way I want you to or
you'll be left here for the redskins to clean 'you
out. Do you understand what I say?"
This time there was a nod for a reply, and
then our hero was satisfied that the worst of it
was over. The four hurried through the woods
and bushes, and just as they were passing
through the line of the guards they heard soft
footsteps following them.
Though they felt
pretty sure that it was Hop coming, Wild and
Charlie crouched down and held their 1·evolvers
in readiness. The next moment the unmistakable
form of the clever Chinaman showed up, and
then, well satisfied with what they had accomplished, they hastened for the horses. Luck was
with them, for nothing occurred to make them
beTieve that the escape of the prisoners had been
discovered.
"I never saw anything work as well as that
before," declared our hero, as he assisted the still
frightened darky to mount the Indian pony that
was waiting for !rim. "That galoot of a medicine
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man is as much sca1~d as the rest. They think
it was he who performed the colored fire trick,
and he is wondering what made such a curious
thing happen. We have got them now, so all we
must do is to ride on about ·our business."
"I don't know who you fellers are, but I know
that you're all right, though!" exclaimed Dal'ius
Greenwood, as he mounted the horse Charlie
turned over to him.. "As soon as we're safe
away from ther Injuns, I'm goin' ter thank yel'
from ther bottom of my heart, I am!"
"Never mind about that," the scout answered.
"Jest light out, now!" ·
The peddler said no more, but started his liorse
aftel' Hop, who was leading the way. Young
Wild West brought up the real'. They had got
perhaps three hundred yards from the camp when
they heard a great commotion.
"They have found out that the prisoners have
got away," said Wild. "Now we can let our
1
horses go. Strike out to the right, Hop. We
don't want to lead them to our friends, you
know."
·
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came the l'eply, and
the Chinaman promptly turned in the direction
indicated.
The five rode hard now, for they knew they
must not tarry any, as it would not be long before a score or more of Apaches would be after
them. But our hero was heading for the sandy
tract, so they might be able to throw them off
the trail. He knew that it would be impossible
to follow a trail through alkali dust in the darkness. And by the time daylight came the tracks
would be obliterated, for the least bit of a breeze
would move the light sand and fill them . Away
rode the five, the darky still trembling with fear
and excitement and his boss feeling much elated
at the rescue. The yelling of the redskins had
not lasted long, which showed that they did not
mean to let the fugitives know they were in pursuit, if they could avoid it. But Wild and the
scout knew that they had obtained such a good
start that it would be difficult for the redskins
• to get upon their trail. It would be luck, more
than anything else, if they did. After ten minutes of swift riding, they found themselves upon
the sandy patch of desert, among the thomy cac-

tus.

"Now, then, I reckon we can take it a little
easy," said our hero, as he slackened his pace.
"They won't get here, hardly. It is more likely
that they will go on up the river bank."
"An' if they do that they might come across
Jim an' ther gals," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
"That is true enough. But if they keep on
going they will be apt to elude them. They all
know enough for that."
"Gals, did yer say?" asked Darius Greenwood,
as he urged his horse alongside the sorrel stallion.
"Yes, we have three ladies with us," replied
Wild. "We generally travel around with them."
"Is that so? Say, I'll bet I know who you
are!"
"Well, who do you think I am?"
"Young Wild West!"
"Right you are, my friend. You have guessed
it the first time."
"Well, I sorter thought you might be him,
'cause you look jest like him, as fur as I heard
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say. But when you spoke of ther gals, then I
was sure it was you. I'm awful glad you happened to be around to save me an' ther coon. We
was in a mighty bad box; but I didn't Jet ther
Injuns know that I tho1,1ght so. My name is Darius Greenwood, an' I'm a peddler of Yankee notions."
•
"Yer mean that yer was a peddler afore ther
redskins nailed yer," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
' 1Yes, that's ther thing about it.
I stand corrected, my good friend."
"The Apaches cleaned you out of all you had
to sell, I ::,ee," said Wild.
"Yes, ·they took everything I had. But"-and
he gave a chuckle-"ther whole kit an' boodle woultln't amount ter over twenty-five dollars'
worth. Sich things as I was sellin' don't cost
much in St. Louis, yer know; it's what I sells 'em
fur what counts. I don't mind tellin' yer that
I've got as high as a dollar fur articles that
didn't cost me more'n eight cents."
"I don't doubt that. But it's worth something
to fetch such things around where people seldom
have the chance of buyin~; them, I suppose."
"I should say so! Why, I was riskin' my life
by comin' this way, though I didn't know it.
Well, one thing about it, ther Injuns didn't git
my money. I've got that sewed in ther linin' of
my vest."
"A lucky man, I calls yer!" exclaimed the scout.
"How about ther dal'ky? Diel he lose his money ? "
"I reckon he didn't have any to lose," and the
Yankee gave a chuckle as he spoke. "He lost all
ther money he had playin' at some kind of gamblin' game in thei: minin' camp we stopped at ther
clay afore yisterday. Julius Napoleon is an awful gambler, he is!"
"Well, it's too bad he ain't got no money, then,
fur our Chinaman here would only take it from
him. Hop is a gambler, too. But he always wins
when he plays."
The darky now awoke to his full senses. This
kind of talk interested him so much that he forgot all :.bout his late danger.
"Nobody done win every time he play," he
ventured, shaking his head.
"Is that so?" Charlie answered. "Well, you
jest tackle ther heathen once, an' you'll soon find
out."
"I's ain't got no money, but I's got a fine silver watch," Julius Napoleon went on to say.
"Well, you'd better not put up your watch agin
Hop's money, that's all I kin tell yer."
"I's am no 'fraid to play wid any one, sah."
"Allee light, Misler Blackee Man," observed
Hop. "You velly muchee smartee; me can tell
lat, so be. You no mindee what Misler Charlie
say."
Wild now swung around toward the river .again.
So far there were no signs of pursuit, and he
thought there was a possibility that the Apaches
had been \fooled completely. They finally came in
sight of the river about ten miles above the spot
where they had b-een camped when the Indians
first came in sight. They halted and listened.
Not a sound could be heard, save the hum of the
insects that infested the banks of the river and
the usual noises of the forest during the time of
darkness.
"I reckon Jim has got further along than this,~

-·
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said our hero. "Come on! Y.le will soon hunt
them up."
Once more they rode off at a gallop. About a
mile farthe1· on and they were startled by the
sounds of rapid firing not far ahead. Then the
warwhoop of redskins rang out.
"Boys," said Young Wild West coolly, "I reckon
Jim and the girls are in troeble. Come on!"
Holding their rifles ready for instant use, Wild
and Charlie led the way toward the spot where
the disturbance was taking place. They knew
they were badly needed just then, and they meant
to give an account of themselves.

CHAPTER VIII.-Arietta Is Captured.
Jim Dart and the girls moved along at an easy
pace, the Chinese cook following closely, leading
the two pack horses. . They kept along close to
the rive1· bank, as Wild had advised, and not until at least two miles had been covered did they
come to a halt. Then it was only to listen fo1
the sounds that might indicate that our hero and
the scout had been discovered by the Indians in
their attempt to release the prisoners. But nothing was hear?, so they set out again. When a
good five miles had been placed between them
and the spot they had been camped upon Arietta
suggested that they should halt anrl wait. The
girl was a pretty good judge of such matters, so
Jim agreed with her, afid they dismounted.
"Just keep the pack horses ready to start in a
hurry, Wing," Jim said to the cook. "There is
no telling but that we may have to light out in
a hurry pretty soon."
"Allee light, Mi sler Jim," was the reply. "Me
be allee leady, so be."
After waiting for about ten minutes Jim grew
uneasy.
"I guess I'll take a walk back a little ways and
see if there is anything going on back there," he
said. "There are some tall trees just below here,
and I will climb one of them. I will be able to
see the lights of the fires in the Apache camp, I
think."
"Very well," answered Arietta, for she was the
only one of the three who ever assumed any authority.
The fact was that Anna and Eloise had not
been in the West more than two or three years,
and they always agreed to what Arietta said,
anyhow. Dart started along the back trail, taking his rifle with him. The distance to the trees
he had spoken of was a little farther than he
thought, and when he got to them he found that
he was nearly a quarter of a mile from his
friends. But he was going to carry out his program, anyhow, so, selecting one of the trees that
was tall and comparatively easy to climb, he
slung his_rifle over his shoulder and started up.
Jim was not going to leave the weapon at the
foot of the tree, for there was n0 telling what
might happen. He went on up without it interfering much, and was soon near the top. Then
he looked back in the direction they had come.
But it was too dark for him to see anything, and,
contrary to his expectations, he could not see the
lights from the campfires of the Indians, as a
· high hill intervened. The boy remained in the
•
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tree fully ten minutes, and then, just as he was about to descend, the sounds made by hoofbeats
came to his ears.
·
"They are coming!" he exclaimed, under his
breath. "Good! I'll wait here until I am sure,
and then I'll get down in time to hail them."
Nearer came the sounds, and as Jim listened a
feeling of uneasiness came over him. There were
more than three horses coming-more than half
a dozen, too, if he was any judge of sounds. This
put a different phase on the situation entirely.
"It may be that they are being closely pursued," he muttered. "But I don't see how that
could be, for if Wild got any start of them they
could never get up close to him. Probably he is
laying back with the rest on account of the other
horses. Well, I reckon I'll take a hand in it when
they get here. It is strange that no shots have
been fired, though."
The next thing Jim knew he saw fully a score
of horsemen coming. The light from the stars
was sufficient for him to see that they were Indians. There were no whites among them, either.
The boy was astonished. Just what to do, he did
not know. If the Indians continued on the way
they were going, they would surely come upon
the girls and the cook, unless they were very
quick about hiding. But when he thought that
they would surely think that Wild and Charlie
were coming, -he felt almost ce1tain that they
would be discovered.
It was only natural that the boy should come
to the conclusion that our hero and the scout had
been captured by the redskins. And most likely
Hop had suffered the same fate, and now the red
fiends were out to find their companions. Realizing that he could do nothing with them singlehanded, Jim remained in the tree until they got
past. Then he quickly descended and started on
a run after them. But the Indian ponies were
going at a sharp gallop, and he stood no show
of getting to his friends in time to warn them.
But he made up his mind to let them know that
something· was wrong·. Pointing his 1·ifle into the
air, he fired two shots in quick succession. Then
he took to the woods at the right and made for
the camp in a circle. The next minute several
shots rang out, followed quickly by ' the yells of
the Apaches.
"The girls are giving it to them, I reckon "
Dart muttered, clenching his teeth. "Oh, I wi;h
I was there!"
Just then a scream rang out, and then the
shooting stopped. It was Arietta who had uttered the scream, Jim knew right away. Though
he was generally a pretty cool hand, lie grew very
much excited just now. He continued making
the detour, however, and as he heard no more
screams or no shooting he gradually returned to
his normal state of mind. Half a minute later he
heard the sounds made by the horses' hoofs again,
and he knew that the redskins were going back.
"They have caught the g·irls easily, I suppose," he thought bitterly. "I made a mistake in
leaving. Now we are about as bad off as we could
possibly be, for what can I do alone? The only
hope is that the cavalry will arrive in the morning some time. Oh, this is too bad!"
Excited and worried, the boy made his way
stealthily to the SJ>Ot where he had left the girls
and Wing. All was as silent as the grave there.
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Jim felt that his wo1·st fears were realized. He
waited a couple of minutes, and then, sati sfied
that the redskins had all vacated the spot, he
crept up to the little rise of ground where he had
. left them while he went td make a tour of investigation. There was neither human being nor
horse to be seen. Jim walked a little farther,
and as he emerged into a fa.int patch of light a
whisper came to his ears, saying:
"Misler Jim!"
It was Wi'ng Wah! A thrill shot through the
boy.
"Hello, Wing!" he called out softly.
"Oh, Misler Jim!"
The the Chinaman emerged from the bushes,
quickly followed by the forms of two females.
Jim ran to them and found Eloise and Anna there.
"Where is Arietta?" he asked.
"Oh, it is terrible!" exclaimed the scout's wife.
"If she had only remained here with us! We
heard the horses coming and we knew there
too ·many of them to be Wild and Charlie, so we
quickly led the horses down into the hollow here.
But Arietta heard two shots, and she mounted
her horse to ride out and help fight. Then the
lndians met her. She fired half a dozen times
with her revolver, and then- they got her. Ob,
it is too bad!"
·
"Well," said Jim, trying hard to keep cool, and
reasoning pretty well, "it is much better to have
Arietta caught than all of you. That is what
would have happened if she had not rode out to
meet them. She is always cool in times of danger, and she will take ·care of herself. It fa
most likely that they have got Wild and Charlie,
and possibly Hop. But there is no telling about
Hop, though, for he may have gone it alone when
they got to the camp of the Apaches. But,
though the situation is a mighty bad one, it
could be much worse. We must get to a good
hiding place at once, for they will be looking for
the one who fired the shots, and, not finding ·me
down there, they may take a notion to come back
he1·e."
He hurried with them to the horses and, mounting, they rode off at a gallop. They were not
afraid ,o f being heard by the redskins just theIJ.,
as none of them were close enough. For two
miles they rode, and then, coming to a shallow
creek that flowed into the river, they rode up its
course for about a hundred yards, and, fincl:ing
a sloping bank of rock, left it and took to the
woods. They had scarcely begun to think that
they were safe for the present when they heard
the sounds of hoofs-. As they were coming from
a direction that was entirely cl:ifferent from that
taken by the redskins, however, Jim did not grow
much alarmed. He c:µled a halt, and then they
waited. In less than a minute five riders were
seen passing them, about two hundred feet distant. Jim Dart recognized three of them right
away, in spite of the darkness.
"Wild! Wild!" he called out softly. "Hello!
This way!"
He was heard right away, and the horses were
turned •a nd came toward them.
"So we have found you, eh?" said Young Wild
West, as he brought the sorrel stallion to a halt.
"Is everything all right, Jim?"
"No, Wild. The redskins have got Arietta."
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"What!"
The dashing young deadshot was amazed.

CHAPTER IX. -Arietta and the Squaws.
Whether or not it was a bad move Arietta had
made, considering the danger that all hands were I
in- at the time, cannot be said; but, anyhow, it
had resulted in causing her to·faII into the hands
of the detachment of Apaches from the Camp of
the Ghost Dance1·s. After discovering that the
two prif1oners had made their escape in some
mysterious way, Big Cloud, the chief, had called
upon Y•ellow Dog to find a way to restore them
at once. The only thing the medicine man was
capable of doing was to urge that a pursuit I
should be instituted at once, he declaring that if
that did not suffice he would call upon the Great
Spirit to furni,s h them with another paleface to
be offered as a sacrifice. Just how the mecl:icine
man was going to do this he did not know, ·but it
was probable that ·h e trusted solely to luck.
And, as luck would have it, the party of b1·aves
came back with a beautiful paleface maiden in
the person of Arietta. Yellow Dog claimed the
credit of this, and he even went so far as to
make the statement that he knew it was to be a I
girl that would take the place of those who had
escaped. The two guards had been found lying
in a condition of absolute helplessness, and they
were present when the white girl was brought in.
The' Indians who had captured the girl had suf- I
fered the loss of two of their number. for Ari- '
etta had fired so rapidly that her shots took
effect before · she could be seized and disarmed.
The loss of two of his best fiirhting braves was
anything but pleasant to the old chief, but when
the medicine man -assured him that it was simply in the natural order of thing-s he became
reconciled.
"Paleface maiden will suffer!" he declared, as
he looked a.t the helpless girl in a fierce way.
"She will be poisoned by the rattlesnakes, and
' then she shall be tied to a tree and burned. Her
scalp shall be taken while she is yet alive, and
it will hang from the lodgepole of Big Cloud."
The medicine man nodded his approval to this,
and tlie chief was satisfied. Poor Arietta! She
had done her best, but that best had proven disastrous to her. But she was not the sort of girl
to give way to grief and despair over what h~d
ihappened. It did not take her long to find out
that the prisoners had been rescued by Wild,
Charlie and Hop, and this was gratifying to her,
especially as she now had her dashing young
lover to work until he saved her from the red
fiends. Her remarkable coolness was a surprise
to the Apaches, for they had never seen a white
girl act that way before when she was virtually
facing a cruel death. · Yellow Dog wanted to take
her to his teepee and keep her until morning, so
she could not possibly be rescued by her friencls,
but Big Cloud asserted his authority, and the result was that the girl was placed in the charge
of the two squaws who had become widows as the
result of her shooting at the time of her capture. This was not so pleasant, either, considering that the squaws had been apprised of how
the braves crone to their end. But the chief took
pains to caution them that the paleface maiden
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must not- be harmed in the least, since she was the side of the flim$y teepee. The re .. ult wa 3
to serve as the sacrifice at the great ghost dance rather un1:xpected, for the whole thing tumbled
that was to take place the following night.
over, leaving the three struggling on its folds.
Probably Big Cloud felt sure that there could Several other squaws, and some of the braves,
be no more watchful guards put over her, since too, ran to the scene and quickly righted things.
the squaws were longing to be revenged upon So enr'.3-ged w~re the t\~·o. widows now that they
her. Arietta's hands had been tied behind her both p1_tched rn to do mJm·y to the brave girl.
after she had been captured, but the chief now But Ar1E;tta got out of the way and, picking up a
cut them loose, saying as he did so:
stout tick, proceeded to defend herself'.
The
"Paleface maiden try to get away and she get outdoor life she led was a great benefit to her in
hu rt; she no try and she will be safe until the the ·way of giving her strength and agilitv and
ghost dance."
·
in just about half a minute she had both q~1aws
"All right," a nswered the brave girl. "I prom- beaten to a standstill. Up came the old chief in
ise you that I will not try to get away unless I time to ee the finish of the short fight.
see a goo:.l chance. Yo u can be ·sure that I will
"What the matter?" he asked, looking· at Arinever be offered as a sacrifice at the ghost dance, etta and pointing to the vanquished squaws who
though. Young Wild West will save me."
were rubbing the bruises they had receiv~d in
Big Cloud opened wide his ey~s at this. It the short bout.
·
was evident that he knew of Young Wild West.
"Ther wanted to kill me, I guess," replied the
"Where Young Wild West?" he demanded girl. "I did not propose to allow them to do it,
quickly.
not as long as I could defend my elf. If you are
"He is not far from here," was the reply. "He going to keep me a prisoner here, I ask you place
will save me."
some one else t o guard me. They hate me so
Big Cloud called two of his trnsted braves that they won't stop until they do kill me."
r ight away.
"Ugh!" grunted the chief.
"Go and find Young Wild West, the paleface
Then he took the stick from Ari etta', hand and
boy, who is the bad enemy of the Apaches." he began to belabor the squaws with it. The,· did
ordered. "Bring him here before sunrise. Take not beg for mercy, but stood their ground and
ten braves with you and earch well."
took it with great stoicism. There was considerArietta smiled at this , The chief noticed it, ab le talk in the Apache lingo and the result wa.;
an d he becan1e a bit angry.
that the captive girl was taken to another teepee
"Paleface maiden heap much smart," he said. and placed in the charge of a young , quaw, who
"She will never get away from the Ghost Dane- - happened to be single and in no dan.11;er of be~ers. Young Wild West will die, too. She knows coming a widow. This squaw acted a little kindthat, but she makes a smile to fool Big CJ01:1d."·
ly toward the girl, and it took Arietta less- than
"All right, Big Cloud," Arietta retorted coolly, two minutes to realize that she had found just
"Wait and see."
the lea. t bit of a friend in her. The other two
A word from the chief and she was Jed away squaw,; were stationed outside the teepee ancl
by the two squaws, who scowled at her fiercely, commanded to stay there until sunrise, under
showing how well they would like t<J make short penalty of being put to death. Laughing Flower
work of her. But the brave girl was more than was the name of the young squaw, and a;: Arietta
satisfied at the way she had been treated so far. got to conversing with her she really began to
The fact that she· had been allowed the use of like. her.
·
her hands was a big relief to her, for she had a
"The paleface mai<len must not be bitten by .the
smaU six-shooter hidden in her buckskin bodice, snakes of the medicine man," said Laughing
the redskins having failed to find it when they Flower, as , he put her lips close to the fair capdisarmed her of her regular weapons . The re- tive's ear. "The medicine man is much humbug;
volv1er was a gift from Wild on her birthday two me no like, but me come because my father make
year.• previous, and many times had it stood her me. IVIe be friend to paleface maiden."
·
in good stead, though of a very small caliber. A
"Thank you, Laughing Flower," answered Ari shot from it would not have hurt a grizzly bear etta \\·armly. "There are some good Apaches,
much, to be sure, but a bullet in the right place and you are one of them. You have been to
and at short range would an Indian, all right. school, and you have learned that it is wrong for
Arietta did not propose to be tormented by the the Indians to catch palefaces and put them to
t wo ugly squaws, for, as she had the use of her cle~th. Y?u arP a go~d girl."
. ,
hands, she coulrl defend herself from any attacks
_Laughing Flower 1s pleased w1tn the paleface
they might make upon her. But she did not maiden. What her name, please?"
mean to use the revolver on them, for that would
"Arietta is my name."
simply be spoiling her chances of escape. The
"Arietta shall not die."
squaws dragged her roughly to a near-by teepee
and pushed her inside.
"Paleface maiden heap much bad! She kill
Apaches!" said one, her form quivering with rage. CHAPTETI X.-Arietta Gets :Marriage Proposal.
"Yes, I shot two of the Apaches," the girl anArietta and Lai.1ghing Flower com·ersed for
swered fearlessly. "I did it because I had the
right to. If you had been attacked by twenty about half an hour. Then they were interrupted
white men , who meant t o take you somewhere by hearing a guttural voice at the entrance of the
and burn you to death , you woul d try to kill them, teepee.
"It is the snake charmer-the medicine man,"
too, would you not?"
F'or a nswer the squaw str uck at her. Arietta wihspered the squa,,·. "He comes for no good!"
dodged tl1e blow, and th en, as she tried it again,
"Ugh!"
A grun t sounded and then a head was thrust in
she g aYe h er a push t h at sent her r eeling aga inst
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the opening. A fire \\"aS burning about a dozen
feet away and there was enough light from it
for the two to see the hideous, painted face of
tl)e villainou s medicine man.
"Me yellow Dog," he said. "~1e come to talk
to paleface maiden."
"I don"t feel like talking just now," Arietta
answered , with all the coolness she could command. "Big Cloud said I should be left alone
.he1·e. You go and mind your own bw,iness !"
"Ugh!"
Then he came on inside and squatted on the
ground so close to where the two were sitting
that Arietta arose to her feet. The medicine man
quickly arose, too.
''Me come to tell paleface squaw that she can
live if she wants to.:' 1 he said. ·
"I expect to live
while longer, anyhow. You
needn't come a11d tell me," was the retort.
"You no live after rpy snakes bite you! You
no live after the fire bytns ! You heap much fool
to talk like that, White Squaw!"
Laughing - Fl<nver was plainly afraid of the villain, for she did not deign to say a word, but sat
a . far away as she could get from him.
'·Yellow Dog·, the great medicine man of the
Apaches , has never had a squaw," went on · the
snake charmer , as he laid his hand on the girl's
am1 in a \\·ay that was meant to be gentle.
Arietta struck him a. blow 6n the wrist and
knock cl his hand aside.
''You will never live to haYe one if you don't
kef'iJ your hands off me!" she exclaime d.
'' Ugh'."
.
"I mPan what I say, you villainou s old wolf!"
the girl declared , her eyes flashing dangerou sly.
lt would have taken but little more to make
her draw her revolver and shoot the old reprobate; but he wa · wise enough to keep his hands
away from her. He kept on talking, however ,
and finally he lowered his voice and said:
"Beautif ul paleface squaw, you can liYe if you
will be the squaw of YeHow Dog, the great medicine man of the Apaches . You shall be made his
i:quaw b~· the Jaws of the tribe, and you shall
have seven ponies, as many blankets as two
brave;; can carry, and all the money Yellow Dog
has. You will not die, but live like the wife of
the Great Father of Washing ton. Yellow Dog
ii, rich; he has money and he has cattle and
]1orses."
"How about the sacrifice vou want to offer to
the Great Spirit to-morro w· night?" asked Arietta . neeringly .
She wa,; not much alarmed at the ,vay he talked, £or the revolver in her possessio n made lier
feel ;:afe from him.
"The paleface squaw will not be the sacrifice,
for she must be the squaw of Yellow Dog after
the gho,;t dance is over. Then there will be no
more paleface s here, at1d she will turn the color
oj the redman. She will be a great prince s, and
1-he will wear all the precious stones that she
, ·ant: to. ¥ ellow Dog loves her, as the paleface s
call it. He will make her a fine husband , for he
i;: powerfu l, and he can make all his people do
his bidding. "
Arietta listened to every word he said. When
he said that she would become his squaw after
he .rrhost dance wa,; over she decided to lead him
on ju~t a little.
"Yellow Dog has spoken too quick," she observ-
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eel, shaking her head. "I must have time to think.
I must have until sunset to-morro w. Then I will
give him my l'!nswer. If all the paleface s but
me are to die, and I am to turn to be an Indian,
I "·ould marry Yellow Dog. But I must think-I
must have time to think!"
"All right. Think, paleface squaw; but think
right. If you no think right, the rattlesna kes will
sting you, and your scalp will hang at the lodgepole of Big Cloud, and your body wi1! be burned
to ashes!"
"Good night, Great Medicine Man!"
"Good night, Paleface Squaw!"
Out he went and, with a sigh of relief, Arietta
turned to the squaw and said, in a whisper:
"I settled him for a while, I think. Didn't I,
Laughin g Flower? "
"Arietta is very brave; her brain is great! She
know how to talk to even a medicine man. Laughing Flower is proud to be her friend."
They both peered out of the teepee and sa.w
the old villain stalking over to his t eepee. It
was evident that he thought he had made pretty
sure of getting a paleface wife, and now was.
thinking of how he was going to make out for
a human sacrifice to take her place at the ghost
dance. But he was really dependin g on the braves
who had been sent out to return with at least
one paleface prisoner. The hours passed on.
After having been as ured by the young squaw
that she need have no fear, Arietta lay down and
tried to go to sleep. But it was a long time before she did, and then Laughin g Flower ·watched
ove'l' her as a mother does a sick babe. It was a
curious, not to say wonderfu l, thing that the
squaw should take such a liking to the girl. But
probably it was because she had been educated a
little and knew the differenc e between right and
wrong. Shortly after daylight in the morning
the 1·edskins were astir. It was the chief's orders that they should move as soon as the morning meal was over. He ,vas anxious to get to the
spot that had been i:;elected for the ghost dance,
so that the great transform ation the medicine
man .had promised could be wrought . But it must
be said that since Yellow Dog had acted so
· strangel y when the snake had whirled about him
the night before, Big Cloud was just the least bit
su,:piciou s of him. Beyond the way he could hand-le the snake he had in the box, he had never
·seen the man do anything that was wonderfu l.
The fact was that Big Cloud had his suspicion s
that the colored fire had been caused by those
who had spirited away the two prisoners , for he
had recalled that the medicine man seemed much
afraid of it. Added to this, he learned that Yellow Dog had told the captive white maiden that
she should not be sacrifice d if she would become
his squaw. Big Cloud was a very shrewd red,:kin. He could "put two and two· together ," as
the saring goes, and he began to think that perhaps the wonderfu l change over the land of the
Apaches might not take place, even if the Ghost
Dancers did get in their fine work and a sacrifice
was offered to the Great Spirit.
Yellow· Dog did not deign to hold a consulta tion with the chief that morning . He had his
b1·eakfas t brought to his teepee nncl ate it without . howing himself. Meanwh ile Arietta \vas getting anxious about Wild and th e rest of her
friends. She knew they were being hunted for,
but she felt that they would not go so very far
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away from the Ghost Dancers so long as she was chased at this very minute, since they know that
a prisoner in their hands. Just as the Indians Arietta must have friends somewhere about."
were getting ready to move away, the searching
"What'"are you going to do, then, Wild?" asked
party returned. They brought no prisoners with Jim anxiously.
them, and when Arietta saw this she felt greatly
"About the very best thing we can do is to l@ok
1•elieved: The medicine man came out of the for a good hiding place, and then lay low until
tent and quickly asked what had been accom- to-morrow morning. There is one thing sure
plished. The reply was that no traces of Young about it: Arietta won't be harmed by the Ghost
Wild West and the escaped prisoners had been Dancers until to-morrow night, anyhow.
Mr.
found.
Greenwood says that the .great time is to take
"Ugh!" was the reply. "But they will be found place to-morrow night. The Ghost Dancers are
before sunset. The Great Spirit whispered to me going to dance all the palefaces out of existence,
while I slept with my snakes wrapped around me and one has got to be offered as a sacrifice to
that there must be more than one sacrifice, and the Great Spirit. They would like to have more
that it should be Young Wild West, the hated en- than one, I suppose---as many as they can get, in
emy of our tribe, and one or more of his friends. fact. They are on the warpath, and they mean
It will come! The sacrifice must come when the that no white person shall escape."
time is at hand."
"I reckon they'll find out that they've made a
Yellow Dog s~oke in tlie language of his fol- big mistake," Cheyenne Charlie remarked. "That
lowers, so even if Arietta had been close enough foolish galoot of a medicine man will be putty
to hear, she would not have understood what he much surprised afore he cleans out all ther palesaid. Arietta was placed upon her own horse, faces an' brings back ther land as it was in ther
and, with Laughing Flower and the two widowed time of his grandfather. He kin fool with all
squaws in charge of her, she rode off in about • ther snakes he wants ter, an' ther redskins kin
the center of the long cavalcade. It was not the have all ther dances they fee\ like; but tha:t ain't
first time the brave girl had been in such a pre- goin' ter do nothin' any more than ter fetch out
dicament, so she took it all very coolly. Though ther cavalry. An' when ther boys in blue git
Laughing Flower had promised to aid her to es- here we'll show ther Ghost Dancers how we kin
cape; there had not been the least chance of it rout 'em! There won't be many of 'em left,
so far. But that the chance would come, sooner either, I reckon."
or later, Arietta felt sure. A party of braves
"They ought to be whipped good an' hard,"
went on ahead to make a search for the trail of spoke up Darius Greenwood, shaking his head. "I
Young Wild West, and to capture him, if it were never had such an idea as there being a lot of
any way possible. But noon came, and nothing hostiles out, or I wouldn't have come this way
had been accomplished yet. There was one un- with my wagon."
easy person in the crowd, at least, and that one
They had now talked about long enough, while
was Yellow Dog. The villainous medicine man at a halt, anyhow, Wild thought, so he gave the
felt that unless the girl captive was offered as word and they rode off. Just where they could
a sacrifice, in case they got no other, he would find a place that would be safe for them to stop
lose his power over the fanatics, who believed in at, he did not know. But he was pretty sure that
him. The medicine man's real troubles were only there must be plenty of such places in the viciniust beginning, as will be seen.
ity, for the country,was rugged and wild enough.
Fortunately they struck a little creek, and taking
to this, they let the horses walk until they reached the ll,arrow ravine. Once there, our hero felt
CHAPTER XL-A Night of Quietness.
sure that the redskins would not find them, unless
it was from the merest chance, so they dismountYoung Wild West, though much surprised at ed and prepared to make the best of it till mornfinding that his sweetheart was not with the ing. Wild seemed to be the least worried of them
party, did not' grow excited.
all, though it was his sweetheart who was in the
"How did they get her, Jim?" he asked.
clutches of the Ghost Dancers. But that was his
"I was not here at the time," Dart answered. way. The reader knows pretty well by this time
"I went forward to climb a tree, in the hopes I that Young Wild West was not one of the sort
might see you returning, and while I was up who worry. He had his feelings, just the same,
there the redskins came along. When I first but he had the way to curb them and to look at
heard them I thought you were coming, but I things with hope as his guide.
.soon discovered that there were too many for
"Hop, just get the horses through there," he
that. It was too late to descend the tree and run said, pointing to a narrow part of the ravine. "I
back then, so I stayed the1·e until they got past, have an idea that it widens out there, and there
and then came down and fired a couple of shots may be some grass there for them. Anyhow, we
to warn the girls. Anna and Eloise say that know there is plenty of water."
Arietta insisted on mounting her horse to come
"Allee light, Mister Wild," replied Hop cheerout and give a hand, for she thought you were fully. "Me allee samee velly sure lere plenty
being pursued by redskins. There was some quick. glass, so be. Come on, my blother; you allee
shooting when she met them, and then she samee gitee lille move on you."
screamed, s110wing that they got her. That is
The last was said to Wing, who was already at
about all there is to it; Wild."
work, and did not need to be told.
"Well, that is quite enough," was the reply. "I
"Them Chinese is funny fellers, ain't they?"
reckon we've got another job on our hands. But remarked Darius Greenwood, turning to Charlie.
it can't be undertaken to-night, for the Apaches
"Well, you heard what I said about one of
will be waiting all around for such a thing to them, didn't yer?" replied the scout.
"Oh, yes! Julius Napoleon heard it, too . . But
happen. It is a wonder that we are not being
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still he's willin' ter put up his watch in gamblin'
"Allee light, Misler Wild; me undelstand velly
with him."
muchee well. You knowee all-ee light, Misler
"I don't care whether he does it or not now. Wild."
He's been warned. Why, that heathen kin beat
That settled the gambling business, for that
ther man what made cards!"
night, anyhow. Wild remained on the watch until
"See here, Boss Charlie!" said the darky, who a.bout midnight, and then he ca.lied Jim to take
was paying strict attention to what was being a couple of hours at it. Nothing disturbed them,
said. "Don' yo' know <lat de man what made de and when Jim had put in his share of the time
cards am dead? A dead man no play poker! he called the scout to stand watch until daylight.
Ha, ha, ha!"
In this way the night passed and morning arThe darky actually laughed, it· being the first rived. Charlie called Wing, and, after telling
real laugh he had uttered since the Indians had him to keep a good watch, started off to take a
appeared before him that afternoon.
look around the surrounding country. He knew
"How do you Jr.now ther galoot what made cards that it was hardly likely that the Apaches had
is dead?" the scout questioned sharply. "I'll bet broken camp yet, but he thought it would do no
that ther one what made them very cards what harm to look around. He ascended to the high
Hop has got is livin' this minute!"
ground on one side of the ravine, aru:l, selecting
"Oh, dat may be so, boss. But I don' t'ink yo' a tall and straight mountain pine, proceeded to
mean de man what made de cards first."
climb it. Near the top he rested, and then he
"You thought wrong, didn't yer?"
looked around. Far back to the east he -could
"Um niggee man allee samee pletty smartee," see several columns of smoke arising, and then
spoke up Hop, as he came along, carrying the he knew that the redskins were getting ready to
tent he was about to help put up. "He allee have their morning meal.
samee smartee like Chinee, pletty goodee. He
"I reckon I 'm beginnin' ter git a little hungry
is--"
myself," he muttered, as he descended the tree.
Just then he stumbled, accidentally or from "It'll be all right ter kindle a fire down in ther
some other cause, and the canvas went over the ravine, I reckon. Ther smoke ought ter thin out
darky and bore him to the ground, Hop falling to nothin' afore it gits high enough ter be seen
hard on top of him.
away back there. I'll jest fix it so there won't
"Heah!" cried Julius Napoleon angrily. "Wha' be much smoke."
yo' mean, you fool Chinee?"
Wing- was now wide awake, and a word from
"Just stop that talking so loud," said Wild. the scout started him at work in earnest. Wild
"You fellows seem to have forgotten that we got up just then. He had slept a little toward
are in danger of being caught by redskins. Stop morning, and now he was satisfied to begin the
that funny business now! If you don't, I'll make task of rescuing his sweetheart from the savyou sick in a hurry!"
ages. Knowing that they intended to move in
The darky scrambled out, but not a word did he that direction, he considered that they woulcl have
say. It was evident, though, that he thought the a better chance in the daytime than they would
Chinaman had knocked him down purposely, and have had the night before, when the Apaches
that he meant to get square with him for it. Our were on the alert.
hero was not in the humor for any nonsense, even
"Going to start a fire, eh, Charlie?" he said, as
if they had not been in clanger of being found by he watched the scout as he piled up some very
the Apaches. His sweetheart was a captive in light brushwood and fagots.
the camp of the redskins, and that was quite
"Yes, Wild," was the answer. "I was jest up
enough to make him feel anything but jolly. The that big tree over there, an' I could je~t about
work went along sharply now, and it was not see ther smoke from ther fires in the 'Pache
long before the camp was in shape for sleeping camp. I reckon they won't be able to see this
purposes. Charlie and Jim had little to say, and smoke, though. We're too low down fur that."
Anna and Eloise only talked in whispers. It was
"All right. Go a.head; we'll take the chances."
evident that there would not be much sleeping
done in the camp by the companions of the lost
girl. Darius Greenwood, though very thankful
to them all, soon got sleepy, and he was advised CHAPTER XII.-Medicine Man and the Chief,
to lie clown and get what rest he could. Then
Charlie and Jim followed his example. The two
It was just about four o'clock in the afternoon
girls had already retire.cl to the little tent they when the Ghost .Dancers reached the spot of
always occupied as a sleeping quarters with Ari- ground that had been selected by Yellow Dog and
etta, and Wing was snoring away, as though there Big Cloud as the place to hold the orgies that
was never such a thing as danger. Hop and would result in making the great change over the
Julius Nl).p-0leon were sitting close together under land of their forefathers. It was well up in the
a ledge, and as Wild listened he could hear them fastness of the mountain, on a comparatively
talking in whispers. The boy knew what they level plain that was surrounded by groups of
were itching for, but he was determined that no rocks and stunted trees. The main thing about
gambling was going to take place there that it was that it was pretty well secluded, as no one
night, unless it was done in the dark. Finally could see what was there until the spot was withHop came over to him and said:
in a couple of hundred yards of them. The chief
"Misler Wild, me likee havee lantern lit, so be." at once established a line of pickets and then the
"Well, you can't have it," was the quick reply. work of getting the camp in order was begun.
"You just turn in right away. If you want to Arietta had been treated well during the ride
play cards with the darky, wait till daylight. Let nearly the day long, and, though she had b~
him turn in, too. I won't stand any fooling to- constantly on the alert for some signs of her
night."
clashing young lover and his partners, she had
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not seen a sign that would indicate that they were hates him. The ghost dance will make trouble,
anywhere about. Laughing Flower started in to I know. There will be some of the braves who
erect the teepee the two were to QCCupy, and will follow the chief, while others will stand by
Arietta gladly lent her assistance.
I
the medicine' man and give him another cha1tce.
Not,,ithstariding that the clay .had :almost pass- He will fail in wnat he has promised them, of
ed and there were no chances of her getting away course; hut the most of them will be for letting
from the Indians, Arietta was in quite a cheerful him kee p on trying. It is the way of the Inframe of mind. If it came to the worst, she dians, who have not learned the religion of the
meant to accept Yellow Dog's offer of . marriage, palefaces."
and then, when there was no longer 'any hope,
"Laughing Flower, you take a very intelligent
shoot him rather than have the ceremony per- view of the situation. You are a wise Apache
formed. She told this to Laughing Flower, and maiden. You should not b.e in this company. You
the Indian maiden promised to stand by her if must go with me when I get away from your
the medicine man was killed. He was the only crazy people."
one in the entire band that she feared, and this
"I will go with you, Arietta," was the quick
was not because she thought he possessed any reply. "I am sick of my people. They have
supernatural powers. She believed him to be a gone mad over the ghost dance. I want to live
deceitful v"illain, and, with his snakes, he was as the palefaces do. I will go with you, Ariable to wield a power over the Apaches. It was etta."
just after the teepee had been put in shape when
The Apache girl certainly was showing her
the chief came over. He was smoking his long- true worth, and Arietta felt more hopeful than
stemmed pipe, and he appeared to be slightly ill ever. It was not difficult for the girl to imagine
at ease.
that the medicine man would have the biggest
"The paleface, maiden will die to-night," he following, in case there came a rupture in the
said, looking keenly at Arietta, as though to read band. And Yellow Dog, wanting to make her his
her thoughts.
squaw, would see to it that she was not harmed.
"No!" she answered promptly, shaking her After a while the squaws started to cooking supgolden head decisively. "I will not die to-night. per for the braves. Laughing Flower kindled a
The Apaches do not dare to take my life."
little fire near the teepee and, ignoring the two
Dig Cloud frowned'.
squaws, who were still doing guard duty over
"The paleface maiden mu·st die when the Ghost the white girl, proceeded to cook something for
Dancers begin," he declared. "Big Cloud has supper.
commanded it, and it must be so."
She made some corn cakes and broiled the
"Who is the boss of the Ghost Dancers-Big juicy steak from a haunch of venison for her
Cloud or Yellow Dog?" the girl asked coolly, as cha,rge, and Arietta ate with a relish, washing the
she md his gaze unflinchingly.
meal down with a copious drink of pure spring
"Big Cloud is the chief of his tribe," was the water. Still in pos~cssi'on of the load 1·evolver,
the girl kept on hoping, for she knew that Wild
reply. "Yellow Dog is the medicine man."
"Well, the medicine man and his rattlesnakes had figured on meeting a division of the cavalry
appear to be running things here, if I am any that had been sent out to rout the Ghost Dancers
judge. You have nothing to say, Big Cloud. some time during the day, and if things had gone
You are like a little child when the medicine man the right way they must be with him before this.
talks. H e rules the Apaches. They all fear him, She had not told Laughing Flower o.f this as yet,
and they will do as he says."
and she now decided to do so, for she knew the
The girl knew that she was touching him in a girl could be fully· trusted. The eyes of the
sore spot when she talked this way, and that was squaw brightened when she heard it. Then a
why she did it. The chief frowned fiercely.
sorrowful look came over her face.
"The medicine man wants to marry the pale"It will be as you said to the chief," she deface maiden. He wants to make her his squaw!" clared. "Many of the braves will be killed, while
he exclaimed. "But this shall not be. She must the rest will surrender and go back to the reservation. It is too bad-this killing. I am an
die as the sun goes down!"
"No, you are mistaken, Big Cloud. I will not Apache, but I do not like it."
"There is no other way -out of it, as I can see,"
become the medicine man's squaw, and I will not
die when the sun goes clown. I have talked with Arietta replied, shaking her head. "The Apaches
the Great Spirit of the redmen, and he has told will never l:ie conquered by kindness, that is cer- me I would not die. He told . me, too, that the tain. They lilre to see blood flow too much for
Apaches have made a mistake in taking up the that."
ghost dance. They will lose by it. Many of them
"That is right, Arietta," and the squaw shook.
will be killed before it is over, and the rest will her head. "The ways of the white people are
' 5.&-_g.lad to surrender and go back to the agency the best. I hope all my people will come to that
as .prisoners of war. I am telling you the truth, way in time."
Big Cloud. The ghost dance will be a failure."
"Well, few of t11e older ones will."
Somehow the words of the girl seemed to have
The sun was yet an hour high, and as Arietta
a bio- effect on the chief. He regarded her in glanced in the direction of Big Cloud's lodge she
silen'~e for a minute, and then, turning on his saw him come out, anayed in all his finery as
heel, walked from the spot.
chief. He went straight to the teepee of the
"I guess I made him do a little thinldng that medicine man and called to him to come out.
time, Laughing Fl?wer," said the brave girl, turn- Yellow Dog appeared a minute or so later, and he
_,.w
, as attired in his hideous make-up as' medicine
ing to the young squaw.
"Yes," was the reply. "Big Cloud does not man and carried a squirming rattler in his hand.
know what to do. He fears 1Yellow Dog; yet he Big Cloud stepped back when he saw the snake.
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A grin spread over the ugly, painted face of the
snake charmer. The teepee was so close to the
two that Arietta and her friend, the Apache
maiden, could hear the words of the two. But
Arietta could not understand them very well, as
the talk was in the language of the tribe. ·The
conversation, which was quickly translated to
Arietta, was something as follows :
"Big Cloud i-s a great warrior. He has led his
braves to many victories."
"Ugh! Yellow Dog is a great medicine man.
He has made many wonderful cures."
"Big Cloud wants to live as h.is grandfather
did before the palefaces came." •
"Yes. Big Cloud wants to live that way."
"Yellow Dog will hold the ghost dance, and he
will make things that way."
.
"Yellow Dog . will make the rattlesnakes bite
the paleface maiden, and then she shall die at
the stake. Then the Ghost Dancers will keep on
dancing till the change takes place."
The medicine man shook his head at this.
"Big Cloud will drink some firewater with
Yellow Dog," he said.
"No!"
The chief had been one of thos·e to see the
live rattler pushed through the b1.u1gh0Ie of the
cask the whisky was drawn· from, and he wanted
none of it. Yellow Dog walked back into his
teepee, and, leaving the reptile there, came out
with a bottle.
"This firewater all right," he declared. "Big
£:lo::id will drink."
The chief wanted it badly enough, and he hesitated.
"See! The great medicine man will drink.
Tl1en Big Cloud will drink."
He poured some of the liquor inlo a cup and
swallowed it, 1ubbing t'he region of his stomach
with satisfaction immediately afterward. Then
he poured out oome for the chief, who took it
and drank it rather gingerly. It evidently tasted
all right, for he gave a grunt of satisfaction as
he retur~ecl the cup. The medicine man grinned
and poured out some more, which he drank himself. The chief was induced to try another, after
which a brave was caHed and told to go into the
teepee and roll out the ca:sk of whisky. It was a
thirty-gallon cask, but was hardly full at the
time, so the Indian handled it quite easily.
The fact was that the medicine man had decided that it was best to get those who were to
take part in t~e dance under t!1e i1;fluence of
alcohol in order to make anytlung like a success of it, and in order to do this he mus~ convince them that no snakes had been put m the
barrel. The barrel set in place, he order~d the
brave to beat on the rude drum he had m the
teepee and when the din started the entire populatio~ of the camp, with the· exception of the
guards, began to gather about the spot. A word
from Yellow Dog and the squaws and children
\,ere promptly driven away by the chief, who
seemed to be more than interested in what was
going on. Then the snake-charming medicine
man made a rather lengthy speech to the braves,
declarina that he had acted on the advice of the
Great Spirit, and had but made them believe he
put the rattlesnake in the whisky. As an e,1idence of this, he was going to show them how
he had deluded them.
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"It _w as not me, but the Great S:girit, who made
it look as though the snake went into the barrel "
he added. "No Apache would drink firewat~r
after a snake had died in it, and Yellow Dog
would not, either. Now, all watch, and I will
show you, for the Great Spirit has advised me to
give the braves all the firewater they went before
the dance begins."
He returned to the teepee and brought out a
snake. Then, rut his command, the bung was
taken from the cask. He stepped up to it and
forced the head of the snake into the hole. Appearing to be forcing the reptile in, he remained
there for ten or fifteen seconds, and then he
threw up his hand and ,s howed that it was gone.
A dearthly silence hung over the scene while this
took place, After waiting a' minute or so, the
·medicine man shook his sleeve and the snake
d1'0pp,ed from .it to the ground. Big Cloud gave
a grunt of satisfaction, for he understood how it
had been done now. Yellow Dog went on to tell
them how he had fooled them, b;y the express order of the Great Spirit, and that the firewater in
th:e cask was as clean and pure as when it was
ma.de by the white man. There could be but one
result, and that was that they were a1! now
willing to drink it. Fifteen minutes later the
camp was in an uproar. The whisky was getting
in its work, and A1·ietta began to grow ala rmed.
Dr4.Ilken lndia."!s are much worse than sob-er
ones, even hostiles, and she knew that she would
have a poor chance, indeed, if help did not arrive
soon.
CHAPTER XIII.-Young Wild West on the Scene
Wild allowed Hop to keep the watch he had
won from the darky until after the breakfast
was over. Julius Napoleon was gloomy all this
. time, for there was no doubt but that he valued
the timepiece highly. Yet he had been unable to
withstand the temptation to gamble. When our
hero told Hop to give him the watch the darky's
eyes opened wide "ith pure astonishment. He
did not expect anything like this to happen, but
he accepted it gladly.
"You allee samee takee my advice, and no play
dlaw pokee some mo1,e, ·so be," said the cle,·er
Celestial. "You no knowee um gamee, so be."
"I done guess I don' know de game, not when
I play \.\·id you, Massal'l. Hop," was the reply.
"T'ank yo' fo' de watch. I won't never put her
up no mo', I's sure."
Wild, being anxious to get away and try and
join the cavalry, ordered the Chinaman to get the
pack horses loaded. The darky assisted them,
and it was but a few minutes before they were
ready to start. An Indian scout in the employ of
the Government had informed the authorities at
the fort where the Ghost Dancers were heading
for, rui.d it was probable that it would be somewhere near that point where the cavalry would
wait for them. Young Wild West knew just
enough of the proposed dance of the fanatics to
make him feel certain that Arietta would be held
a captive until that time, without being harmed,
and he figured it that she must be rescued some
time during the day.
When the little party left the l'avine they proceeded parallel with the trail that ran along the
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river bank. An hour later, when they reached
a high elevation, they were able to see the moving column of redskins headed that way.
"Come on," said Wild. "We must find the cavalry. There are two hundred good fighting men,
and they · are under command of Colonel Stark.
I reckon the Ghost Dancers will get more than
they want before they are through with this business."
They pushed on, and about noon they came to
the spot where the meeting was expected to occur.
But the1-e were no signs of the cavalry. After
a rest and something to eat they set out again.
This time Wild took a more northerly course,
He
which was in the direction of the fort.
thought it possible that the cavalry had been delayed in starting out, and if that was the case
they would be apt to meet them. H was not
until the middle of the afternoon that the glittering sabers and metal trappings were seen in
the distance. Then the hopes of all hands rose.
Ann~ and Eloise had been very quiet all the
morning, for the protracted absence of Arietta
was worrying them almost to torture. But they
brightened up when they saw the cavalrymen
coming.
"I reckon the1,e is no use in tiring out our
horses for nothing," said Wild, as he came to a
halt. "We have only got to turn and go back,
anyhow, and we can't gain anything by riding
any farther. We'll wait here for them."
"A good idea," spoke up the scout, nodding his
approval.
It was not -so very long before the cavalrymen
rode up. It proved to be as our hero had thought.
There had been three hours' delay in starting,
for some reason or other, and they had hurried
as fast as they could.
"I hope you will excuse me, Wild," said the
colonel, who knew our hero very well indeed and
had the utmost confidence in him. "When word
reached the fort that you were on the way to
meet us, the general was not -present. The detachment you met, having assured. you that you
would be joined by us, I did my level best, but it
was no use until the general could be consulted.
As soon as he was, it was all right. We find you
all O. IC, too, I see."
"Well, hardly, Colonel Stark," answered Wild.
"The Apache Ghost Dancers have got my sweetheart a captive."
"What!"
The coloneI was much surprised to hear this.
He knew Arietta, as he did the rest of our hero's
companions, and when he looked around and satisfied himself that the beautiful golden-haired
girl was not with them, he shook his head.
"Well, it is too bad," he declared. "Have you
clone nothing to 1·escue her?"
"It was not possible to do anything," Wild replied. "These two fellows here were in -the
clutches of the redskins, and while Charlie and I
and one of our Chinamen were helping to get
them free, Arietta was caught by a party of the
redskins. You see how it was. They knew there
were others around then, and they were on the
loolmut. It would not have done for the few of
us to show ourselves, or even try strategy, for
the wily galoots were looking for it to happen,
most likely."
"I understand. Well, this is a bad state of
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affairs. Tell me what you have learned, and
then you may advise me."
Wild was not long in letting him know the situation, just as he understood it himself. Then
ihe advised that they make for the spot where
the Ghost Dancers were supposed to be making
for. It happened that the scout who had brought
the info1mation to the fort was with the cavalry,
and he was sent out ahead to find out if the
Apaches were anywhere near the spot. It was
about five o'clock when the scout came riding
back with the information that the Indians had
arrived ait the chosen spot. He had seen the
white girl captive, he said, and she appeared to
be all right and in very good spirits.
This was encouraging to our hero and the rest,
and they moved on, feeling certain that Arietta
could be saved before the Ghost Dancers got in
their frenzy. It was only about ten miles to the
spot, so the scout informed the colonel and, with
him in the lead, so they could approach unobservecl, they made rapid headway. At length it came
time for them to halt, or proceed and be seen
by the Indi ans. But it was Wild's idea to try and
save Arietta by strategy before the rout took
place. That there would be little fear of the
Ghost Dancers getting away was sure, for there
\\nere fully two hundl'ed fighting cavalrymen, who
had been in many Indian skirmishes, and who
knew their business well.
"Now, boys," said Wild, when he was ready to
leave with Charlie and Jim, "we will try and
sneak up to the camp; and if we can do that we
will be all right. Colonel Stark, you will wait
until fifteen minutes after our departure, and
then you can come on. It is getting toward sunset now, and, according to what the snake-charming medicine man told Mr. Greenwood, that is the
time when the dance is to begin."
"I'll do just as you say, Wild," was the assurance of the colonel.
Wild knew that they would, and he also knew
that their help might be needed in a critical time.
The three had barely set out on foo t when Hop
came running along after them.
"Me wantee go, too, so be, Misler Wild," he
said pleadingly.
"Come on, then. I reckon you're all ri~t,
Hop," was the reply. "If you can do as well as
you did last night you're a dandy."
"Me allee samee velly muchee dandy, so be,
Misler Wild," was the reply. "Me gottee allee
samee fireworks for um ledskins."
"Well, I'll tell you whether to use them or not
when we get there; so don't get ' over-anxious and
make a fizzle of it. Arietta must be1 got away
from the Ghost Dancers as soon as possible."
Jim Dart was happy to be along with them, for
he knew that his sweetheart and the scout's wife
were perfectly safe. The four made their way
up the long hill, keeping under the cover of the
rocks and shrubbery. They were not long in
sighting one of the redskin pickets, and they
could hear the sounds belonging to such a camp.
It was just then that the redskins started to
drink the firewater, and when they began to hoot
and yell the guard turned his attention to them,
giving our friends a chance to slip past him and
enter a thicket. At first Wild could not under~tand what the yelling meant, and he thought it
might be that the ghost dance was about to begin.
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But when he got a little nearer and saw the barrel he knew what was up.
1 "The fiend of a medicine man is going to get
them drunk before they start in," f1e whispered.
"That's right," answered Charlie.
"That'll
make :it all the worse, I reckon. But we'll git
Arietta, all right; see :if we don't!"
They crept up closer, _for they saw that the
medicine man was making preparations for something.
"I redron the dance :is about to begin," said
Jim. "Ah! the chief and the medicine man are
in a red-hot argument about something."
This was indeed the truth. They could see Arietta stand by the teepee, an Indian girl at her
side, and finally, when both the chief and the
nredicine man started for her, they knew that
the critical moment was at h'.and.

CHAPTER XIV.-T4e Rescue of Arietta.
The sun was sinking in the west when the argument reopened between Yellow D'og and Big
Cloud. The braves were drinking the whisky
from the barrel as fast as they could get at it,
and the confusion was great. By giving the
chief firewater, the medicine man had only made
matters worse, for his superstitious fears were
lessened when under the influence of alcohol.
"The paleface maiden must be sacrificed," was
.the edict of th1e chief, and the braves took up
the cry, for there were very few of them who
knew that Yellow Dog had selected her for his
squaw.
But the medicine ma.n was obdurate, and finally
he tum~ to the chief and said:
"Come with me. If the paleface maiden will
be my squad, th~n she shall live, and the snakes
shall be turned upon her. But the Great Spirit
will not let them bite her, for he has chosen her
as the only paleface who shall live in the country of the redmen. If she refuses to be my squaw
then the snakes shall be turned upon her, and
she will be bitten by them. We will try and see
which it is to be."
The two made their way to Arietta, who was
standing :in front of the teepee, Laughing Flower
at her side.
"Yellow Dog has e-0rne for his answer, paleface
squaw," said the scheming v:illain. "See, the sun
is down!"
"All right," answered Arietta coolly. "I will
become your wife, but not until after the ghost
dance is over."
The medicine man flashed a glance of triumph
at the chief, who frowned darkly. But his face
quickly lighted.
"The rattlesnakes!" he exclaimed. "Fetch them.
If they do not bite her, I will know that the
Great Spirit means that she shall live."
Then, with his own hands, ]3ig Cloud seized
Arietta and pinned her. hands to her sides before
she knew what had happened. He led her to
where a sapling had been broken off two or three
feet from the ground, and, calling for a rope,
tied her wrists together tightly and made her fast
to the stake.
"Start the ghost dance!" he cried, turning to
the medicine man.
"Bring out the rattlesnakes.",
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An order from Yellow Dog quickly brought the
box containing his pets. A log lay near the stake
to which Arietta was tied, and she uttered a cry
of horror when she saw the glistening reptiles
dumped out of the box behind :it.
"Start up the mu,sic!" yelled Yellow Dog. "The
Great Spirit is hovering over our heads. The
ghost dance must begin. Hurry, or you will all
be too late!"
Porn-porn! Pom-pom! The drug , began its
doleful tune a,nd the medicine man began dancing like mad. In less than ten seconds fully fifty
believers in the new creed joined in, and then :it
was that the scene became hideous. Arietta uttered a shriek as she saw the heads of the raJttlesnakes showing ,a bove the log, and she vainly
tried to break aw.i.y from the stake. Laughing
Flower suddenly came running toward iher, a
knife in her hand, to cut her loose. But she was
quickly caught by one of the braves, and then, at
the order of the chief, she was tied hand and
foot and placed in her teepee. Meanwhile our
friends close by had been cut off from a view of
what was taking place, as the stake was on the
other side of a row of teepees. They knew nothing about the snakes, for in the din they could
not understand a word that was said. But when
the drum started up Wild knew that tire dance
was beginning, and as the cavalrymen must be
close by now he decided to run around and tr:,
to save his sweetheart.
Just what was happening to her at that moment he did not know, but the fact that ffie chief
had grabbed her and led her out of sight was
sufficient to make him believe that something was
wrong. He moved slowly, for he did not want
t~ be caught by the redskins before ~he ~t a
chance to lend aid to the girl. The Ghost Dancers were getting into a frenzy now, and a moment
or so later, when the young deadshot rounded a
teepee, he almost doubted the accuracy of his
own eyes. He uttered an involuntary cry of
ho1Tor as he saw Arietta tied to a stake. The
hideous snake charmer danced near her l!,nd was
calling a score of slimy reptiles to her. The
deafening din .made by the Ghost Dancers added .
to the horror of the scene. But his wonderful
coolness and nerve stood our hero in great stead
just then. He did not fire a shot, nor did he
call to his pai:itners. 1 Holding his revolver in his
left hand, he whipped out his hunting knife with
the right ~nd darted for the spot. The Apache
fanatics were joining in the dance as fast as they
reached the spot now, but Wild did not stop. He
ran forward, knocking them clown as he did so.
By this time the snakes were all around the
frightened girl, and when he saw that none of
them was paying the least attention to her, but
were simply creeping toward the snake charmer,
Wild's heart gave a bound. Two more leaps and
he was at the log the reptiles had crawled over.
Swish! One hard blow from his knife and the
rope was severed. Then, catching the fainting
girl in...his am1s, he bounded away like a shot.
Few of the Ghost Dancers saw what had happened, so engrossed were they in their Satanic
dance. The me<licine man dared not leave his
snakes just then, so thte boy ran on until he came
in sudden contact with one of the guards.
"Ugh!" exclaimed the redskin.
Thud! The boy's knife struck the fellow, and
down he went.
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CHAPTER XV.-Conclusion.
At the Yery moment Young Wild West struck
down the Indian who had baned his way to liberty the cavalrymen came up the hill and were
discovered by ihe guards. The yell of alarm
that went up from the excited guards was not
heard for the din ·was terrific now. Those who
had ;tarted dancing meant to keep ii up until
they dropped from sheer exhaustion. for such a
course had been specified by the medicine man.
But when the guards began firing at the advancing cavalrymen that changed things. Some of
the dancers ceased right away, the others keeping
on, unheeclful of the dang-er that threatened them.
Into the camp rushed the cavalr~·men, on foot,
for they had left their horses bf!low the hill.
"Hooray! Whoopee!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie,
as he joined in the rush. "Here we come, Wild.
Whoopee!"
Then some of the cavalrymen Jost their heads
and bullets began. to fly like hail. Wilcl got Arietta behind a big rock, where the bullets could
not reach them, and then he had the atisfaction of seeing her open her eyes.
"Oh, Wild!" she exclaimed. "You came jus! in
time! It was too much for me to stand, and ·Just
as I felt you grab hold of me I fainted. I could
not help it, Wild."
"1 don't blame you a bit, little one," replied the
dashing young hero of the wild West, as he kissed
rer tenderlv on the brow. "It was surely a terrible fix to ·be placed in. My! But I don't know
when I vas more excited, Et."
"You could not have been too much excite<!. or
you w0uld never have clone \\'hat you did , Wild.
You n-ust J,a,:e t:>ken great chances, and used the
bo,t of judgment."
"Well. I reck0n I did, Et. But, come on! I
want to join in the rout."
"Oh Wild, the Apache girl! She must be
!'avecl.' She is a noble girl, even if she is a squaw.
I promised that she should go with me."
"Where is she?"
"In that t eepee over there. The one with the
reel ribbon tied to the pole. You can see it."
"I see it. Here! You come over here."
He led her to a seque terecl spot, and just as
they got there who should greet them smilingly
but Hop.
"Me velly glad, Missy Alietta," the Chinaman
exclaimed joyfully. "You haYee velly muchee
hardee time, so be."
Shots could be heard on 'e very hand now, and,
leaving the girl in charge of the Chinaman, Wild
darted for the teepee she had pointed out to him.
He saw that the shooting was all being done outside the camp, as the Ghost Dancers had been
put to flight. Jim Dart and one of the cavalrymen saw what he was aiming f or, and they at
once ran toward him.
"Get the squaw out of there, Jim, and take her
to Arietta," our hero said.
"All right," answered Jim, not a sking why.
Then Wild darted mto the thick of the fight, if
fight it could be called, for it really was nothing
more tl:an a rout. The boy ran on through the
smoke, '.:::id, emerging from it, he suddenly saw
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two of the Indians running toward the lodge of
the chief. One was the chief himself and the
other the medicine man. Wild saw them reach
the lodge and dart inside, and then he knew they
must be trying to hide until an opportunity offered for them to escape. But he was wrong in
this conclusion for the two leaders of the band
of Ghost Dancers had agreed to go there and
fight. Each blamed the other for what had happened, and there was but one way to settle it. By
the time Wild got to the lodge the shooting was
done with, and the cavalrymen were rounding up
tho se who had sunendered. He peered in through
the opening at the entiance and saw the two villains facing each other. They had drawn their
k_nives, and he knew right away what \\·as up
then.
"Ugh!" mid the chief. "Yellow Dog is a humbuf;. The Great Spirit does not want the ghost
dance to take place."
This was said in his own tongue. but our hero
knew enough of it to catch the meaning.
"Big Cloud's tongue is crooked!" fla shed back
the medicine man, who was anything but a coward.
Then the knives met in the air with a clash.
Crack! As the report rang out, the pair of belligerents dropped their weapons. The bullet had
hit the blade of one, and as it was touching the
other at the time, they €ach had received a slight
shock in addition to that given ihem by the
crack of the revolver.
"Hold up your hands, you sneaking curs!" exclaimed our hero, in a ringing voice. "I reckon
this about winds up the Ghost Dancers. You are
prisoners, the pair of you!"
"Ugh! Young Wild West!" exclaimed the chief.
"Yes, that's right, you old v.illain! Now, just
step outside, or I'll drop you in your tracks.';
Big Cloud did not want to . die as suddenly as
all that, so he came out. Yell ow Dog followed
him, looking grotesque and ridiculous in his
mak~-up. A couple of cavalrymen came running
up when they saw them come out, and the next
minute they were being bound. There is not
much more to add to this story. Suffice it to
say that only a few Indians got away from· the
cam-p, and they were captured the next day and
were glad to surrender. The snakes of the medicine man were not all killed, but those that got
~way could do no harm, anyhow, as their poisonous fangs had been removed by the sharp old
villain.
The next day after the rout all hand s started
for the fort, the Yankee peddler being in possession of his mules and wagon again, but without
his stock in trade, which was a dead loss to him,
for the squaws had broken what they had rather
than give up the booty. Our friends had surely
put in a lively time with the Ghost Dancers, but
Arietta's experience with the snake charmer was
something that was bound to make a lasting impression on her mind.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST CROSSING THE DEAD LINE; or, THE
FEUD OF THE COWBOYS AND THE SHEEP
HERDERS.''
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CU R R E NT N EWS
UMPIRED POLO GAME FROM AIRPLANE
Kelly Field T exas, has produced the last word
in umpires. In a recent game of polo between a
team from Kelly and one from Camp Travis
a DH-4B machine, piloted by Lieut. Harry L.
Spec, U. S. A., with Lieut. Benton A. Doyle, U.
S. A., as observer, took off and after circling the
grounds a few times sent a radio message to the
ground asking·: "Is the Camp Travi s team wearing purple?" The answer was, "Yes," and with
this information the observer was able to follow
the game from an altitude of 7,500 feet. The
entiI'e game was reported by Lieut. Doyle by
radio to the ground. Such team play errors as
"bashing" and "failure to cover man," together
with other features of the play apparently undetected by th e authorities on the ground were
reported by the air umpire, says the Army Recruiting News. Thi s is probably the first time
iii the history of sports that a polo match has
been umpired from an airplane.
WONDERFUL STRENGTH
In proportion to s ize, man is one of the weakest animals on the earth. The muscles of a largesized oyster will support a weight of thirty- even
pounds. There is a crab that will lift 492 times
its own weight. This is equivalent of an average
size man raising 73,800 pounds. Fe1ix Flateao,
a Belgian scienti st, who made many experiments,
found that the strength of a fly which was able
to lift a match-stick compared witl'\._a man's supporting with his feet a beam 14 feet long and 2
feet G inches square. There is a little bug· that
can drag six matches, equivalent to a man's pulling 330 beams as big as himself. To meas ure
the trength of insects Flateau constructed delicate harness to a weighing machine. By prodding the insects he made them move. Then he
piled on ·weights until they stopped. By this
means he found that a bee, weight for weight,
was thirty times as strong as a horse.
BOXED LUNCHEONS BEA..T RESTAURANTS
The "Luncheonette," a combined home-made,
store-made lunch box for the use of office workers
who are joining in the "Carry-Your-Own-Lunch"
fight against prevailing restaurant prices, has appeared. In a downtown store where office supplies are sold part of one window has been given
over to the use of an enterprising organization
,,hich prepares and boxes thirty cent lunches.
In the midst of a display of fountain pens and
note books a neat, white coated and capped
maiden daily prepares the sandwiches which, with
other eatables, go into a box and fo1·m a thirty
cent "luncheonette." Different lunches are prepared daily, but always they include two sand\Yiches, a cookie, pie or pastry, and some fruit.
i.Iere is the menu for the first day of this week :
One ._:hicken salad sandwich, one ham sandwich,
ne ;ugar cookie, one large chocolate eclair and
one ,i1::ach.
.
Judging by the steady rush of customers, a lot
of office workers prefer to pay a mall sum for a
iboxed luncheon rather than go to the trouble of
bringing one from home;.

HIGH MOUNTAIN PEAKS
Colorado easily holds the record as being the
banner State in the country for the largest number of high mountain peaks. According to statistics recently iss ued by the Colorado Mountain
Club that State has forty-two of the fifty-five
highest named peaks in the United States. The
minimum height of mountains included in the
list is 14,000 feet. The highest peak in Colorado
is Mount Elbert, which is credited by the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey with a height
of 14,419 feet. It is only exceeded by Mount
Whitney in California, the highest ,peak in the
country, having an altitude of 14,501 feet. After
Mount Elbert comes Mount Rainier in the State
of Washington, 14,408 feet. Mount Massive, in
Colorado, ranks fourth, 14,404 feet, and Blanco
Peak in the same State is fifth, 14,390 feet.
Recent mea,mrements, says the Colorado
Mountain Club, have reduced the elevations of
Mount of the Hol v Cross and Buckskin Mountain, placing them· below the 14,000 foot class.
The name of Crestone has been given to the peak
fo1·merly known as Three Tetons, and Glacier
Mountain has been named Mount Wil son. these
two peaks being respectively seventeenth and
thirty-sixth in the Co lorado list.

THE WARNING WHISTLE
The latest instance of ing·enuity as appl;ecl to
automobile accessories consists of a casing connecting the pump connection with the tire valve
and having a soun ling chamber communicating
with the main air passage by a small opening,
which is closed by a valve. This valve is held
upon its scat by a graduated spring, mounted in
the sounding chamber, and the cover of the sounding chamber has an opening covered by ~ '1a1·monic vibrating reed.
In using thi s device it is first set ;;o the requ'ired pressure by removing the cover of the
sou"!'lding chamber and shifting the graduated
sprmg around its center until the section adjusted for the pressure desired covers the valve
and holds it to its seat. After replacin g the
cover, the indicator i;; screwed on ,the valve of the
~ire and the air supply hose attached. The pump
1
then started and kept going until the reed in
the cover of the indicafor sounds the warning·
that the proper pressure has been reached in the
tire.
The action is_ simP.le. The spring having been
set for a certam pressure, the valve connectingwith the main passage will be held upon its seat
by the spring a s Jong as the pressure in the tire
is less than the predetermined amount. But as
soon as the desired pressure is exceeded, the
p1·essure ~in the main passage will overcome the
pressure of the s pring, the valve will be lifted
from its seat, and air will pass into the soun ding
chamber and will set the reed into vibration,
thereby giving the warning whistle to the person
at the pum}l,(
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any further trouble, and then the woman indicated one of the rear rooms as her bedroom.
Into this 1·oom Mary assisted her, and was con-ORducting her to the bed that appeared on the far
side of the apartment, when she was suddenly
flGHTING HIS WAY UP
seized by Mrs. Ormiston and hurled violently
aside.
The first idea that entered the girl's head was
By DICK ELLISON
that another attack, and of a more severe and
forcible style than the preceding ones had seized
the woman, but when she saw Mrs. Ormiston
(A Serial Story)
running for tlle open door she realized that something was wrong. She had been thrown to her
CHAPTER VIII.-(Continued)
knees by the rude push the woman had given her,
And then she swayed on the stool, and once but she was up in an instant and after the remore Mary Flint caught and held her, and in a ceding form that was nearing the door.
She caught her at the very threshold, and
moment the jittack seemed to pass. When the
woman opened her eyes again she looked grate- clutched her with all her strength as Mrs. Orfully at the girl, and then requested a floor- miston was about to close the door. With a snarl
walker, who came up at that minute, to call a of rage the woman turned upon her, evidently
desirin~ t_o get out o~ the room and leave Mary
carriage.
This was done at once, and supported by Mary locked m 1t, but the girl clung to her so tenaciouson one side and the floorwalker on the other, the ly that she could not shake her off.
Mary Flint was slender, but strong,. and now
woman was escorted to the door and helped into
her stt·ength was intensified by fear, and she
the coach that had been summoned to the spot.
"Even the open air will do me some good," she fought like a young wildcat to not only prevent
said, · 1eaning4>ack against the cushions and clos- the woman from th1·owing her down, but, with·
ing her eyes, "but I shall not feel safe from in- the courage born of her fears, she tried to overcome her heavier opponent and make her escaoe.
·
jury until I am in bed."
wrestling matches and she
"I will see you safely in the hands of your She had witnessed
tried to recall all the tricks of the art as
family," said Mary, and then watched her close- now fought
with her silent opponent. She sudly for a recurrence of the attacks. There ap- she
recalled the simple expedient of putting
peared to be a slight one a moment later, and denly foot
behind that of your adversary and
Mary held her firmly until the woman sighed and your
throwing your weight forward, commonly called
opened~er eyes.
and the tried it.
A few minutes later the coach dr·ew up in front "back-heeling,"
The trick was successful, and her heavy opof a respectable looking house in a residential
ponent fell with a crash to the f\001·, but she hung
·
street, and the woman cried:
on to Mary and dragged her down with her. The
"Oh, I'm so glad to gf:!t home."
to enrage her, for she at once shifted
Mary sprang nimbly down to the ground, fall seemedfrom
the girl's body, and caught her
hold
helped the woman out, and then assisted her up her
by the throat with one hand.
the steps of the house. There the woman pro- swiftly
"I'll strangle you, you young fool," she snarled,
duced a key and handed it to the girl, saying
shut down upon the slender throat with her
that she was too shaky to put it in the lock, and and
long fingers. However, she evidently did not
asking Mary to do so.
want to really hurt the girl, for she soon released
The latter took the key, easily unlocked the het· hold, and springing to her feet, rushed to the
door, and assisted the woman into the hallway. door.
The latter at once had a slight attack, and fell
Overcome with the terror of her situation,
against the open door, closing it with a bang.
Mary lay limp and unnerved upon the floor, and
Mary caught her cleverly, and sat her down a groan of horror burst from her lips as she
in a chair in the hallway, and the attack passed heard the key turn in the · lock.
as the othE;r ones had done. Then the woman
'After a moment she got up and walked ove:r
called:
'
to the door.
,
Standing close to the panels she called out:
"Sarah!"
The call was loud and sharp, and at her re"Mrs. Ormiston!"
quest the girl also called the name several times,
"Well?" at once came back the inquiring rebut no response came. Mrs. Ormiston observed sponse.
that everybody must • e out, and begged Mary to
"Why have you made me a prisoner?"
assist her to her room on the top floor, saying
"Simply because it was necessary to secure
that when she was lying down she would be bet- you for a short time. Not one hair of your head
ter, and also safe, as she never did herself any will be harmed, and I would not have taken you
h>trm in the bed, no matter how- many attacks so roughly had I not feared that you would escape. While you al:e here, whether it is for
she had.
"Then you can take the carriage, which is. weeks or only for days, you will be well treated,
still waiting at the door, and return to the store but you must remain a prisoner, and the less
trouble you make the better you will be treated.
and finish your shopping," she said.
Good-by."
will
I
then
and
"I will take you to your room,
Then Mary heard her retreating f9otsteps, and,
stay with you until some of your family re- overcome
with the trials she had been through,
turns," feelingly said the girl, and supported
Mrs. Armiston's rather uncertain footste~s up the girl fainted.
(To be continued.)
the stairs. The top flight was reached without
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
DRUNKEN SWINE GIVE CLUE
A drove of intoxicated hogs gave Prohibition
officers the clue that led to seizure of a giant still
and arrest of two men in Letcher County, Ky.
Returning from an. expedition through the Cum,
berland River headwaters, Officers James Toliver,
. Felix G. Fields and John G. W. Collins reported
destruction of six stills. Tl1e largest was found
in a dark ravine near the mountain top. Officers
r an across a bunch of hogs cutting weird capers.
A search revealed a modern outfit near by.
J oseph Riggs was arrested at the still. Henry
Sutgrill also was taken into custody. The h~gs
had been drinking beer and refuse from the still.
BOY HANGS HIMSELF WHILE EXERCISING
Henry C. Ware, Jr., 16 years old, son of H,mry
C. Ware secretary of the Murphy Varnish Company, N~wark, accidentally hanged h~msel~ wi~h
an exercising apparatus the other mg-ht m his
home at 5 Glenwood avenue, Orange, N . J .. while
his family chatted with visitors downstairs. His
body was found by his mother.
The apparatus consisted of a strap which went
around his neck, attached to a rope which led
through a pulley attached to the ceiling. The
1·ope was long enough to permit the other end
of the rope to dangle within reach of Ware's
hands. By pulling on the end of the rope with
his hands the strap around his neck would lift
him from the floor. The rope got caught at the
pulley and left him dangling four feet from the
floor, where he strangled to death.
OUR LATEST BATTLESHIPS AND
BATTLE CRUISERS
Our latest battleships of the "Indiana" class,
of 43 200 tons displacement and 23 knots speed,
carrying twelve 16-inch guns, will be electrically
driven. The turbines of 60,000 combined horsepower will develop their full rated load at 265
pounds pressure, 50 de~rees superheat, an~ 28 1-~
inches vacuum. The six new battle cruisers of
43 500 horse-power and 35 knots speed carrylng
ei,;.ht 16-inch guns will also be d1·iven electrically. Two of them: the "Range~" and the "(:onstellation" will carry four Westmghouse turbmcs
of 49 750 brake horse-power, the current from
which' will be developed on eight Westinghouse
motors, each of 22,500 horse-power.
CAUSE OF EARTHQUAKE AND VOLCANO
Great earthquakes, says the Scientific American,
are mostly from one of two causes-the shrinking
of the earth due largely to cooling, or the effects
of volcanic action. Both of these effects must
persist so long as the causes are active.
In the long future both causes will cease to be
active, and earthquakes must cease. But no scientist would say in years when that time will
come. Certainly not in our time. Geology reckons time in thousands and in millions of years,
and earthquakes now occur by the thousand each
year. It is estimated that there are- 30,000 earthquakes a year which are large enough to be per-

ceived by the senses, and an almost innumerable
number of lesser tremors which are too small to
be perceived.
Most of our earthquakes are due to the cooling
of the earth and the shrinkage of its strata from
cooling. The result is the breaking, folding and
slip_ping of the strata upon each other. A slip of
but a short distance will produce a large effect
upon buildings and the earth's surface. A motion of a fifth of an inch, it is said, will throw
chimneys down.
The greater part of the United States seems
to be free from violent earthquakes, but in the
past there have been great earthquakes in several
regions. In 1811-1812 a series was felt in the
Lower Mississippi Valley which has been characterized as "of world-shaking order." The last
considerable earthquake in the East was the
Charleston earthquake in 1886. These facts seem
to indicate that severe shocks are not as common
as a century and more ago.
The great earthquake regions of the earth lie
in two circles, one surrounding the Pacific Ocean
and the Qther lying nearly east a nd west around
the earth through the Mediterranean, Southern
Asia, the East and the West Indies.
HIS BEST RELATION
By Mary Leon
I've got lots of relatives,
Uncles, aunts, and such,
Brothers, sisters, cousins, too,
And like them very much.
But the one I like the best of all
Is one I never saw;
I know it's funny, but it's 'cause
He's so good to my paw.
My paw, he calls him Uncle Sam;
Says he's my uncle, too;
That's queer, but right I know, because
My paw says always true.
Paw he gets letters from this man
Most every once in a while;
And when he sees the envelope
It always makes him smile.
For he sees straight through the letter,
And says: "V,T ell, I expec'
That this here letter now contains
Your Uncle Samuel's check.
For interest on my Vict'ry Bonds ;
And now, small son of mine,
Put on your cap and come along
I'll get you something fine."
I don't know what a coupon jg
Nor checks nor interest.
But I know of all nw relatives
Mv Uncle Sam js best.
. - - Bu)· W. S. S.
,I
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A SLIPPERY SCOUNDREL
By JOHN SHERMAN.
A few days ago I chanced to read a paragraph
in a paper concerning a certain New York politician who was once a prominent official here and
who has since been compelled to seek a home in
a foreign land. The man referred to was Slippery Dick. I once knew another customer who
was called Slippery Dick, but he was famed as one
of the ablest burglars in the country. And wasn't
Dick Duncan a slippery scoundrel-in more ways
than one?
He was an ugly looking rascal. Had he lived
in the present day he would be called a dude,
as he generally aped the Cockney style of dres,:.
And wasn't he a great favorite with the silly
girls? When I first met Dick Duncan he was a
bookkeeper in a hardware store in New York and
he was regarded as a respectabls young man.
The firm deemed it wise to investigate his ac<:ounts and Dick became so indignant that he left
the city in disgust, taking some thousands of dollars and a trusting young girl named Jane Morton along with him.
Ten years after his disappearance a care-worn
looking lady called on me. The lady was poor
Jane Morton of other days.
"You recognize me, Mr. Fox?" she said, and
her voice shook.
"Yes, Miss-Mrs. Duncan, but I heard that you
were dead."
"And I am dead to the world-to everv one
save yourself. Oh, sir, ;Nill you not help me to
be avenged on one of the most infamous scoundrels that ever lived?"
"To whom <lo you allude?"
"To my husband-Richard Duncan-to the man
who believes that he has murdered me and that
I will never trouble him again."
"What can I do for you? State your case to
me.''
She s<ion set about telling me her story. When
she ran away with Dick Duncan she did not know
he was a thief and he made her his wife before
they left New York. Asserting that he had a
fortune left him by some relatives in Scotland,
they set sail for Liverpool, but the rascal took
her to London instead of Scotland. Soon after
arriving there she learned that he had .ioined a ·
gang of burglars and she left him, procuring a
place for herself as seamstress in a wealthy London family who had a country seat outside of the
city. Several months after leaving her husband
J :ine went out to the country seat with the family. Very soon after the hou,:e was entered by
burglars, who made off with a large quantity of
valuables.
The master and servants gave chase to the
burglars, and one of the rascals was captured
and proved to be Dick Duncan.
He was tried, convicted and sentenced to prison
for twenty-one years. Jane saw her husband in
the dock, but she did not pretend to know him.
Years afterward the former seamstress became
the companion of the young lady of the house,
who was very charming as well as a rich heiress.
They all resided at the country seat again and
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the master of the house brought an officer, Captain Cameron, down from London, who stated that
he was formerly in the United States Army. Jane
met him out on the lawn on the first evening of
his visit and she at once recognized him as her
convict husband. And the recognition was mutual.
"I have been looking for you ever since I returned here, my dear wife," he said, "and I now
want you to go off to the Continent with me,
where we can live in luxury.''
"I will never live with you again," she replied.
"Then you will die with me!" cried the villain
as he struck her on the temple and hurled her
into the deep river. Though half stunned by the
cruel blow, Jane recovered her senses soon after
touching the water. Realizing that if she made
an outcry her villainous husband would spring
in after her and finish the work, she kept herself
afloat and looked up. The cowa1·d!y wretch fled
from the spot immecliately. Swimming along with
the current, she managed to crawl out at length.
Having regained her breath she walked on until
she reached a farmhouse some miles from the
villa. She fell fainting at the door of the farmhouse, and the woman of the house placed her jn
bed. Jane did not awake until next morning and
then she heard startling news. The villa had been
robbed ag-ain and the master himself had been
murdered in his bed.
"Just think of it," said the farme1·'s wife, "that
the leader of the burglars should come down there
pretending to be a real captain, and who do you
think was his companion in crime?"
"I'm sun• I can't say," saiq Jane, trembling
with apprehension.
"His own wife, who was the trusted companion
of the lady of the house. It all came from one
of the villains, who was mortally wounded and
caug·ht. He confessed before he died.''
Poor Jane made up a story that she lived in
London and that she was out in a small boat
with friends when it capsized.
She did not dare go hr.ck to her friends ag:iin,
for how was she to disprove the grave charge
against her? Fortunately she had her purse in
her pocket and hired the farmer's wagon to bear
her to London that evening. Changing her appearance as much as possible she sought lodging~
in the city.
'
The savings of years were deposited in a London bank unde1· an assumed name; she had no
trouble in drawing the money.
"After that, Mr. Fox," she continued, "I had
b'ut one object in life. You must readily guess
what that object is.'1
"To bring your scoundrel of a husband to justice, I suppose.''
"That is what I live for. That is what brought
me back to New York.
"And he does not suspect that you are still
alive?"
"He hasn't the slightest suspicion of it. Will
you aid me in hunting him down? I have to warn
you that he is a slippery scoundrel, as well as a
desperate fellow. I can reward you, and my
young lady friend, who is in this city at present,
will also richly reward you for assisting in the
punishment of her father's murderer.'
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"Did the young lady or her friends ever suspect that you were the wife of a convict?"
"Oh, no. I told them that I was the widow of
an American mate, and that I had run away with
him from home here."
"I see. Is Dick Duncan much changed in appearance?"
"He is, and he is very clever at disguises also.
I would hardly have known him but for his nose
and his villainous eyes. Oh, that I should ever
care for such a wretch!"
"I will undertake the job."
"\Vhen?"
"This very instant. Draw down your veil and
come along."
Proceeding to a livery stable I engaged a carriage driven by a cunning fellow named Jake
Powell, who had often assisted me in tracking
down evil-doers. Jake d1·ove up Broadway to the
ntighborhood where the eager woman had last
seen her wicked husband. We drove up and down
for over an hour but we did not get a glimpse
of Slippery Dick Duncan.
Jane put on male attire, as well as a pair of
whiskers. One evening, as we were passing along
Bleecker street, which was then inhabited by some
of our old wealthy families, we heard a loud voice
raised in anger issuing from a basement. I
stopped to listen, as did Jane. It was a woman's
voice anrl she was cryi:r;ig out in a harsh, shrill
tone: "D<J you imagine I do not know you, you
scoundrel?"
"Indeed, you are very much mistaken, my good
woman," replied a man's voice in milder strains.
"The impudence of you to tell me that to my
face!" cried the old woman as she shook her
clenched hand in the fellow's face; "you are a
robber and you ~ sneaking about here after
Mary so as to get a chance to rob the house. But
I will denounce you; I will have you arrested.
Pol ice-police!"
The old woman was about to spring to the
door. when the smiling rascal let fly with his left
hand, struck her a hard blow on the t emple and
knocked her on the floor. I sprang to the door on
the inst a nt and I had my hand on his shoulder
before he could tu:cn around to retrea t as I
crierl:
"You are my'prisoner, Dick Dui:ican!"
"This is too much!" cried Dick. "Ar e you an
officer?""I am , and my name is Fox. You may remember that I boarded in a house on Hudson street
ten years ago, and--"
Before I could utter another word the fellow
let fly at me with fearful fo r ce and I was sent
sprawling over the woman.
He then rushed for the door. His disguised
wife stood there before him, pistol in hand, as
she cried:
"Surrender, you scoundrel, or I will kill you,
as you killed JI.Ir. Marlow and tried to kill me!
I am your wife, Jane Morton!" The fellow started back for an instant, uttered a cry of surprise,
then darted over me to the inner door and dashed
out into the entry leading upstairs, crying: "By
George, but this is a surprise! I must give them
the slip."
Dick Duncan escaped me that evening and I
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didn't see anything of him for a year after, although he was in the city during the time and
working at his business like a beaver.
His wife never grew tired of hunting him down.
One day she ran into my office, fearfully a"'itated
a s she cried:
"I have lmn again!"
"Where is he?"
"He is down in a vessel at the foot of Burling
Slip, and he's disguised as a sailor. The vessel
is about to sail for Liverpool. Hasten and disguise yourself or he will give us the slip again."
Hiring a small boat, we pushed out and I addressed the captain at once, saying:
"You have a sailor on board here who is wanted on shore."
"Which one?" asked the captain as I showed
him my badge.
"The man came on board sober an hour ago " I
said as I took a rapid glance at the busy sail6rs.
"Still the man we want is not on deck."
At that moment a cry rang out: "Man overboard! man overboard!" I sprang to the side of
the vessel and my companion sprang with me.
We could see a man in the water, swimming along
with the tide about twenty yards below the vessel.
" 'Tis the slippery scoundrel!" cried the disguised woman; "and he is trying escape us."
"Get into the boat and we'll go after the rascal!" I cried.
We were in the boat as soon as possible.
We were gaining on him as he neared the dock
w~1en the woman cried: "He'll escape again, th~
slippery scoundrel! I'll shoot him!" Drawing a
pi stol as she spoke, Jane took aim and fired at
her husband. The rascal flung up his hands
uttered a cry of agony and disappeared beneath
the water.
We watched around for two hours, but he did
not appear again. Still, the vengeful wife would
not make up her mind that he was dead. As she
became very crazy from her troubles I had her
consi~ned to an insane asylum near the city. One
mornmg as I approached the a sylum I noticed a
crowd of p eople gathered around some objects in
the grounds outside the wall. "What's the matter over there?" I asked a man hastening toward
me.
"Two of the inmates of the asylum," he replied, "a man and a woman, have just been
found dead over there. They must have murdered each other, as they were locked together in
a deadly embrace."
I looked at the woman and I recognized my old
girl friend at once. I then tu rned to look at the
dead man and I exclaimed: "Good heavens ! but
this is stTange. It is h er rascally husband!" It
w-as Slippery Dick Duncan without a doubt and
he had been choked to death by hi s much-injured
wife, who had also perished in the fatal struggle. I could neyer ma ke out how they had both
~eft the building on the p revious night, but I was
mformed by an old burgla r acquaintance that
Dick had never been in his right mind after
escaping from the water with a bullet in his
hea d. He was sent to the asylum by some of his
burglar friends.
0
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CLAIMS OLDES T WOMAN
VOTER
\Voman suffrage was received with no more
NEW YORK. NOVEMBER 5, 1920.
delight by any woman in the State than by Mrs.
Elizabeth Davison, Lake township, Comanche
county, who is probably the oldest voter in the
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
of Oklahoma and probably in the United
State
Cento
.01
-S ingle Copies .............•. Pos tage Free.. . .
States. Mrs. Davison, who is 110 years old,
.90 Cents
''
"
On e Co11y T h ree i\Iont h s...
registered for the first time at the registration
$ 1.75
One (;oJ>y Six Months. . . . ..
3.50
Ono Copy One Yea,. . .. . ..
preceding the r ecent primary.
"Grandma" Davison, as she is better known, is
H OW TO SF;ND MONEY...:..At our risk send P. O.
11l oney Orcler, Check or llegistcrecl Lette r; remittances in
taking an active interest in politics, especially in
any otlle r way are at your risk. \Ve accept Postage
Mnmps tile same as cash. \Vhen sending silver wrap the the candidacy of Elmer Thomas, candidate for
Coln in u separate piece of paper t o avoid cutting tile Congress from the Sixth District, with whom she
envelope . Write your name and acldress plainly. Adhas been close friends for many years. "Grand<1ress letters to
ma" Davison lives in the Wichita Mountains, a
short di stance above Medicine Park.
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher
She was born in Scotland in 1810. She came
166 West 23d St., NP.w York
with her parents to the United States and located in Tennessee. Later she moved to Texas and
at the opening in 1901, came to Oklahoma t o
ITEMS OF INTEREST
take up a homest ead. Mrs. Davison is remarkably
active for her age. She registered as a Democrat at the recent registration.
FAMOUS VETERAN A FARMER
Sergeant-Major J. Kelly, V. C. Veteran of the
Afghan, Egyptian, Boer and great wars, aged 65
years, has taken a homestead on Cortez Island,
LAUGHS
B. C. He won his Victoria Cross in 1879 in AfMrs. Benton Holme-Why, Tommy, you're a
ghanistan. He came to Canada in 1900, and went
to Europe in the last war with the First Division. perfect little pig. Now, aren't you sorry you ate
so much roast b eef? Tommy- Yes'm; cause I
ain't got any room left for another plate of ice
BIG WAGES FOR CORN CUTTERS
Corn cutters in Waynesboro, Pa., are being paid cream.
from 15 to 18 cents a shock. With corn standing
straight and unmarred by damaging storms, a
"So they threw cabbage::; and other vegetables
laborer can and does cut anywhere from forty to at you in all the towns the company played. The
sixty shocks of corn a clay, netting a daily wage tour must have been a failur". "No, a profitable
of from $6 to $9. Some make as high as $12 success. The manager converted us into vegetarians, and we didn't have a single restaurant
a day.
bill."
USED COWS TO CUT GRASS
Residents of Bellefonte, Pa., have been greatly
A West Virginia darky, a blacksmith, recentshocked to learn that cows have been pastured in ly announced a change in his business a s follows:
the beautiful Union Cemetery, where lie the re- "Notice-De copar dnership heretofore resisting
mains of three Governors of the State, Senators, between me and Mose Skinner is hereby r esolved.
Congressmen, Judges and many others of promi- Dem what owe de fir m will settle wid me, and
nence. An investigation revealed that the care- dem what de firm owes will settle wid Mose."
taker, who is paid for keeping the grass cut in
the cemetery. has been pasturing his cows in
More than five thousand elephants a year go t o
the home of the dead.
make your · piano keys," r emarked the student
ENORMOUS QUANTITIES OF RED BOOTY boarder who had been reading the scientific notes
in a patent medicine almanac. "Ain't it wonderTAKEN BY POLES
the landlady, "what some animals
President Pilsudski is at the northern front ful," exclaimed
personally commanding the drive which it is an- can be trained to do?"
nounced has resulted in the complete defeat of
sixteen Russian Bolshevik divisions. The staffs
"Ha, my de.,·," advised the old country woman,
of the 3d and 4th Bolshevik Armies have been "don't you marry rashly. You keep your weather
captured, and the staffs of the 21st, 41st . 55th eye open, like I did when I was a girl." "But I
and 57 :Qivisions and of several brigades and regi- love him," said the simple village maid. "Pooh!"
ments also have been taken prisoners. The total sniffed the acl~i ser. "Now, you take example of
me. You sec this cottage of mine? Well, I got
number of prisoners is given at 42,000.
Guns to the number of 166 have been captured, it fixed up for practically nothing." 'Oh," said
and in addition 900 machine guns, 1,800 armored the village maid, without enthusiasm. She was
cars, seven armored trains, three airplanes, twen- thinking of Jeames. "And how did you manage
ty-one locomotives, 2,500 wagons, ten motor cars it?" "Why dcarie," responded the good woman,
and great stores of ammunition and other mate- " I was eng~ged to the carpenter till all the woodr ials which the Bolshevik had assembled for a fall work was fi nished, and then I br oke it off and
married t he plumber."
drive again st the Poles have been taken.
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CAVERNS REVEALED BY BLAST
Caverns which inay exceed in extent those of
Luray were discovered on the farm of Edward
Hutzell, ten miles from Waynesboro, Pa., by
workmen blasting for stone to repair the Keedysville road. One courageous laborer entered about
twenty-five feet, and came back with the report
that he looked down into "a room approximately
fifty feet in height."
RAISING TWO MILLION BABY TREES
From the moment the tiny seeds are placed in
beds until the bedraggled "monarch" of the forest
yields to the storm and stress of years, trees are
not impervious 'to the undermining depredations
of insects and rodents. Mindful of this fact,
Uncle Sam establishes safeguards around the seed
bed as well as jealously guards the grown-up
trees in the National forests.
Acreage devoted to sprouting young trees for
transplanting 7,000 acres of land annually is covered with fine screening as a protecting influence
against insects and rodents that would uproot
the otherwise promising crop. A type of screen
recently devised for this purpose is so constructed that the sides as well as the top are detachable,
thus permitting of storage in compact space when
the screening is not in use.
Seeds selected for perpetuating the National
forests are assembled by the U. S. Forest Service
the previous fall for planting the following
spring. Germination tests are first made to determine the vitality of the seed, after which they
are sown in beds at a rate sufficient to yield about
,
150 trees to the square foot.
Ordinarily, Uncle Sam replenishes his diminishing stock of trees in the National forests at
a rate of 1,000 young trees to the acre. Couple
this fact with the production of 150 trees to the
square foot in the seed bed and you can calculate
the mileage of screenings used in safeguarding
the plant life from its· enemies. The seeds are
brought to fruition in large nurseries, with a capacity for producing about 2,000,000 .plants.
FIRST BATHTUB IN AMERICA
Like other great reforms, physical and intellectual, the bathtub had to fight its way onward
and upward in spite of the habits of mankind.
Baths flourished in the ancient Roman civilization, but cleanliness lost out in the Dark Ages.
There has ever been a natural aversion to soap
and water in combination in the human family,
stronger the further north peoples have lived.
The first bathtub in the United States, an exchange says, was built in Cincinnati and installrd
in a home there in 1842. It was made of mahogany lir.ed with !:"heet lead and was proudly
exhibited by its owner at a Christmas party.
Next day it was denounced in the Cinci.nnati
pape1·,< as a lu::urious, undemocratic vanity. Then
came the medical men and declared it a menace

to health. In 1843 Philadelphia tried to prohibit
bathing between November 1 and M-arch 15 by
ordinance. Virginia taxed bathtubs $30 a year.
In 1845 Boston made bathing unlawful ·except
when prescribed by a physician, and President
Fillmore installed the first one ever in the White
I-fouse.
Th~se things seem incredible in an age when
transient hotel accommodations include a bathroom, but sanitation is a recent development. A
southen1 Ohio lawyer went to Columbus a few
years ago, and when he registered at the hotel
the clerk asked him if he wanted a room with
bath. The guest thoughtfully rubbed the stubble
on his chin and replied: "No; I'll be home by
Saturday." The other is that of a newly rich
lady who was showing a friend of her days of
poverty the very elaborate bathroom in her new
home. It was a sizzling hot August night. "La,
how you must enjoy that tub!" she exclaimed.
"Indeed I do," was the response. "I can hardly
wait for Saturday night to come!"
We are sufficiently civilized to be for the bathtub-with reservations; the chief one being an instinctive sympathy with the Frenchman who
than:1red God he had never insulted his skin by
puttmg cold water on it.
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GOOD READING
WOMAN WITH 14 DOGS TO FEED ASKS
REDUCTION IN TAXES
Mayor Frank Feist, of Steubenville, Ohio, has
had a pathetic appeal from a woman who says
she has to work hard to support fourteen dogs,
for nine of which she pays license fees, and she
feels financially unable to pay a tax on the other
five, which are mennaced by the dog catcher. She
asks that they may be exempted.
RAILWAY ACCIDENT'S HAPPY END
Quite a number of folk s in Manning, Ia., who
ordinarily could not have a supply of liquor on
hand because of the Volstead Enfo1·cement Act,
now ~re well supplied as a result of a railroad
wreck. near here several nights ago, says a dispatch from that city. Wine flowed freely from a
tank car that sprang a leak, and news of the
supply spread quickly. Pots, pans, buckets and
other receptacles, hastily commandeered by Manning residents, were brought into play to catch
the liquor as it ran from the car. In a fight that
followed one man armed with an axe was seriously cut by another who used a knife as his
weapon.
COFFIN PACKED WITH BOTTLES OF
WHISKY
Federal Prohibition enforcement agents were
reported recently to have sent out an alarm to
try to catch the driver of an automobile hearse
which according to railroad employees in Harmon, 'N. Y., has been carrying liquor through
that section.
For several weeks troopers of the State Constabulary have been searching automobiles in
Harmon Croton and nearby places. The result
is that ;everal loads of booze were seized. The
traffickers have resorted to all sorts of tricks to
move the liquor up-State.
Railroad employees reported that they inspected a motor hearse and found a casket inside with
a wreath of flowers on top. When the chauffeur
lifted the lid the casket proved to be packed with
bottles of whisky. Railroad men notified Conductor William Gale that the authorities had
seized the hearse between Hai:mon and Peekskill,
but Lieut. Charles Broadfield of the State Constabulary declared he had received no notice of
this so far. Whether Federal authorities seized
a hearse could not be learned.
WHAT ARE THE SOUNDS WE HEAR IN A
SHELL?
The sounds we hear in thi sea shell are really
air waves or sounds made by air waves, because
all sounds are produced by air waves.
The reason you can hear these sounds in a sea
shell is because the shell is so constructed that it
forms a natural sounding box. The )VOoden part
of a guitar, zither 01· violin is a sounding box.
They have the faculty of picking up the sounds
and making them stronger. We call them "resonators," because they make sounds resound.
The construction of a sea shell makes an almost

perfect resonator. A perfect resonator will pick
up sounds which the human ear cannot hear at
all and magnify them so that if you hold a reson ator to the ear you can hear sounds you could
not otherwise hear. Ear trumpets for the deaf
are built upon this principle.
Sometimes when you, with your ear alone, think
something is absolutely quiet, you can pick up a
sea shell and hear sounds in it. But the sea
shell will magnify any sound that reaches it.
It -would be possible, of course, to take a sea
shell to a place where it would be absolutely quiet
and then there would be no sounds.
There are such places, but very few of them.
A room can be built which is absolutely soundproof.-Book of Wonders.
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HAWAIIAN
NATIV ES
BECDMING
EXTINCT
Hawaii's native
race will be extinct in seventyfive years if_ the
ratio of. births
and deaths set by
the official figures
for the fiscal y~ar
19l!l-20 is maintained . T h i s is
indicated by the
report of Dr. ~E. Trotter, president of the 'ferrito1·ial Board of
Health, w hi ch
shows that during the year the
deaths of pure
blooded Hawaiians totalled 1,000
while the1·e wel'e
67 6 births.
There are app roximately 25,000 pure blooded
H awaiians living
on the H awaiian
I slands, according
to estimates. Rep orts for past
y ears show decreases i 11 their
numbers.
In marked contrast with the evidence that the
Hawaiians are
m embers of a
" dying race" are
the vital statistics dealing with
those who represent mixtures of
H awaiian w i th
Caucasian
a n cl
Asiatic blood.
Of the Caucasian ·_ Hawaiians
249 died during
• the i a s t fi scal
year, while ~here
were 6!)9 births
in that section of
th e Territory's
population. T ~1_e
Asiatic - Hawauan strain-pi-incipally ChineseHawaiian recorded 103 deaths
and 491 births.
The natural increase in t h e
Japanese population of the Territory during the
year was 3,366.
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The Roche Electric Hygienic Machine
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It increases blood circulation, strengthens and soothes the nerves, brings sleep to the sleepless.
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,·cstlgate this machine. For it wards otr and overcomf's such ailments. 'l'akes the place of exercise
and hand manipulation. Gives your muscles firm
elasticity. Be neither fat nor thin.
NORMALIZE YOUR WEIGHT
Do you reanze what tl1ls machine ml'ans to one
wanting 1n vital strengU1. or suf'rcring rrom genera)
weakness, nervow de bill tY. insomnia, cons llpa.Uon.
headachos or pains through the back and limbs ?
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~~a~=~ft{g_r prostatlc gland trouble,
Remember our ma.chines are not vibrators, but a
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in cluding our new combination machine.•
· 'Jitgh-Ray:• or, fn, other words, "Yiolet
Ray,•• which ls operated rrom direct or al- ...
ternating current, and two No. 6 dry <'ells
furnish the pu lsoratlng and a tomical vibra•
tlon. We know that we havf' o,erc.,me the
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Your Sanitarium at Home.
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ROCHE ELECTRIC MACHINE CO., Department R. K., GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

The letters or the alphabet are nuwbered: A lo 1: B 2: CS: D 4,
~-i'lr:~-jlir--" and so on. The tlgure• In the lltlle squares to th e left represent
tour words. (2018 the letter "T"). What are the four wo rds? Cao
you work It out? l t 10. send your answer Quick. Surely you
want thla tlne. new Fotd auto. Send no money with solution.

SEND ANSWER TO-DAY
We not only g-lve away thi s Ford auto, but hundreds of d ollars In cash and
scores of other valuable prizes. Bicycles, Guus, Watches, Ta.Hdng Machines,
something for everybody. Everyone who answers this ca.n have a prb:c of some
sort. There arc no l osers . Nothing difficult to do. E YCtybody wins. Some•
one e-cts this new 1919 Ford Auto free, Why not youf Address
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Rheumatism
A . Remarkable Home Treatment
Given J.y One Who Had It
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ln the dprtn: ot 1803 I was attacked by Muscu~
Jar and Sub-acuLe B.heuma.tism.
I suffered as
only those who lla\'C it know, for over thrre years.
I trlt•d remedy after remedy, and doctor Rtter
,loctor, but ~ucr1 relief ns 1 receh·NI was on ly temporary. Findly_ I round a treatment that cured me
l'OJTIJllctely, and it has ne\er reLurned. I have
,;iren it lo a number who were terribly afflicted
and even bed ridden with rhC'umatlsm, some ot
thl'm 70 to 80 years old, and results were tho
same as in my own c:ase.
I want 0Yc1-y sulTcrer from such forms of rheumatic trouble LO ll'Y this marvelous bealln~ power.
Don't send a cent; simply mail your ni:amc null
ndUress and I will send it free to try, After you
have used it and it has proven itself to be that
Jong-looked-for means ot getting rid of your rheumatism, you may send the price of 1t. one dollar, but understa nd, 1 do not want your money
unless you nre perfectly satisfied. to send it. Isn't
thaL fair? \\'hy suffer any longer when relier is
thus otTercd you tree. Dou't delay. \\'rite today,
Mark R. J ackson, No. 803G, Durston B ldg, ,
Syracuse, N. Y.
lfr. Jackson ls resl)Onslble. Above statement truo.

STAMMERING

ST-STU -T-T-TERINO and stam.me-rlog cured at home.
Instructive booklet free.
\Valter )IcDonnell. 15
Potomac Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

CAT . LOSES IN
FIGHT WITH
ROOSTER
TOBACCO HABIT
TOBACCO or Snurr llabil cur~d or no pay. $1 1f
cured. Remedy sem on trial.
Suverba Co.. PC,
A half grown
Bal timore. l\Id.
cat ' belonging t'l
TOBACCO l<ILLS MANLY V IGOR. Quit habit easily.
Ford Ewald, u
Any form, che\Ting, smoking or snuff' , cured or no
charge. It curod, $1. Stops craving, harmless. Jt.,ull
farmer near Susr rmedy on trial.
Perkins C9., B~!ll Fffli:: rin~
NPhr.
fex, N. J ., started
to run across the
barnyard two o~
three days ago,
and on his way
he d e c i cl e cl t o
treat himself to
a bit of chicken.
But unfortunatelv
for himself he
picked out a
guinea rooster, a
,most pugnacious
bird, and when he
jumped toward it
the rooster seized
the cat by the
tail.
The cat growl ed in agony and
with a vengeful
twist t urned upon
CAINED OVER 30 POUNDS
the rooster, which
' 'I smoked cigarettes ever since a boy.
From six to eight sacks of tobacco I used
c a c k 1 e d shrilly
weekly,' ' states Mr. S. H. Ferguson.
and be ga n to
Cigarettes were doing mo great harm. I
fight in earnest.
became so nervous that I couldn't sleep until
I smoked.
Each morning I had an awful
Feathers and fur
taste in my mouth.
flew in all direc''Several times I tried to quit by will·
tions, while cat
power, but it just seemed that I would go
wild if I couldn't hnve ci~arettes.
and the rooster
"I had almc<,t gh·cn up hope of ever quitstruggled in the
ting until one day I sent for a free book by
Mr, ·woods that told me what to do. After
throes of combat.
Gold-plated Lnalllere and
l ear-.ng the way, I quit easily in 3 days
Chain. pair Earbobs, Gold·
Ewald
watched
plate,! Ex111111sion llraeelel
and haven't touched a cigarette in years. I
with tni, W11teb, g111ranteed
the fight and for
have gained over 30 pounds and canno t
q11alit1 and 3 Gold-plated
praise th.e method too highly.
I say to
a time felt sorry
Rinl!S A LL FREE for
every cigarette smoker-if you can't quit
selliu i 01111 15 pieces
for the rooster,
without help get this book," so says Mr.
Jewelry at 10 cents each .
but when the hiTd
F erguson, of Crumps Park.
Columbia Novelty Co.
J>~P3GtRastlloston, Man.
The foregoing rema1·ks are l ike those ot
whistled ani?;ri ly
many other men who have been freed from
and bit two Clr
t he habit of smoking cigarettes, pipe or
three inches of
cigars or who have been cbe,vina: tobacco or
d iooiUJr snuff excessively.
fur out of the
JGet t~is hook. It is free; postpaid to you:
cat's
hide
his
Cut this out and show others
sympathy went
Write at once to Edward J , \Voods, TC-103,
out to the cat.
Station ~...., New York, N. Y.
Do you want to know exactly how the mod ern
The battle conSecret Sen-Ice and Finger Print Expert solve~ the
SOREN E S-S- H EA.LE-D mysteries
of today? \Vouhi rou lilrn to lrnow the IStinued for about
SI
DE
fa
cts
about
REAL
cnses?
Then
write
at
once
Sore or open legs, ulcers, enlarged veins,
nine
minutes,
and we wlll sencl you :F'REI~ actual reports ma<le ror
eczema healed while you work. \Vrite for
Llie arcat.cst detective agency iu tho U. S.
with the cat losfree book and describe your own case.
A, 0. Llepc, 1457 Green Day Av.,l\l!lwa ukce, \Vis,
BE
A'.rl.~s
FINGER
PRINTEXPERT.~~e~1~/ a 1; ing one of its
JHlY.
is your opnort,uu ity. Gut. these thrilling
lives even• minreports, study th em. anti LEAR~ ..-\1' UOM'8 how
ute. At th bero make a success in thi:-< ra.~cinntiug profl'.::sion.
Repbrts and big book on Finger Print Scitmct?- senti
ginning of the
FREE. Wri te NOW.
tenth minute the
I was badly ruptured while lifting a trunlt
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCE
cat grunted
several years ago.
Doctors said my only
Desk 1568, 1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago, IIL
hope of cure was an operation. Trusses did
hoarsely and relime no good. Finally, I got hold of someed o v e r dead,
thing that quickly and completely cured me.
while the most.er
Years h ave passed and the rupture h as
BOYS AIR RIFLE preen ed himself,
never r etu rned, although I am doing hard
Tnis fine 1~utc free 1or 801110K 0111y i.5 piecll ::s oJ our
wor k as a carpenter. There was no operaJewe lry ut l oc l..:tch. J11wd1 Y 110d Riffo sent pr,•r,nift
neighed in triEAGLE WATCH co.. Deot • .1 Ii:{ EA:,' BOSTON. MASS,
tion, no lost time, no trouble. I have nothumph two or
in g to sell, but will gi\'e full information
OLD COINS WANTED
a.bout how you may find a complete cure
three times and
$2 to $500 l!]ACli pai<.i tor Hundret.ls or
without oper~tion, if you wri te to me, Euthen s t r o I I e d
Coins outed li<'fo1· .. lS!J~. K et>p .\LL ol(!
gene M. Pullen, Carpenter, 301G Marcellus
.M oney. You may liave Coins ,1 ort li a pridefully aw a y
Avenue, Manasquan, N. J. Better cut out
Large
Pn•1nit1Lu.
~C'Dd
10c.
for
11ew
this notice a nd show it to any others who
surrounded
by
Illustrated Coin Yalue Houk , size ·h.li.
are r uptured-yon may save a life or at
GPt Po,ted u t Oucc.
[ w o r s h i p p ing
least stop the misery of rupture <i.lld the
CL.UHiE COIX CO., Box 35, Le Roy, X, 1.·.
chickens.
irorry and danger of an operation.

He Quit

Cigarettes -

t~·r

Cured His-RUPTURE

$

•

WILD

WEST

WEEKLY

- - LATEST ISSUES - -

026 Young Wild West's Three-Day Hunt; or, The Raiders ot Ret
Ravine.
927 Young Wllu West and "Silver Stream"; or. The White Girl Captive of i.he Sioux_
92S Young Wild We>'t ,and the Disputed Claim; or, .Arietta·s Golden
Shower.
020 Young Wlld W<'st and the Greaser Guicle; or. The Trap Thal
Failed to Work.
030 Young Wild West's Ripping Round-t:p; or, Arietta's Prair'

Start Your
Boy on the
Road to True
Manhood

P<'rll.

Help him to aet atarted riaht by aivma him
THE BOYS' MAGAZINE.
Send only 25 cents today for a three months'
subscription. By acceptini. this resnarkable
low price offer you save 35 cents over the news·
atand price as the price per copy is 20 cents.
This is the formative period of your boy's
life. What he will amount to In after years depends Jari.ely on what he is readini. now. ,You
want him to be wide-awake, proi.ressive-for._
ward-looking-to develop ideas and initiative
and to learn to make his own way in the world.
You can make him no better Eift than a sub.
scription to THE BOYS' MAGAZINE. This
i.reat periodical will e-ive him entertainment,
Instruction and the inspiration to accomplish
bigthini.s.
Your boy must keep abreast of the times.
What he reads bas much to do with what he
THINKS and DOES. Guard him aEainst trashy,
sensational and misleading stories. Give him
the kind of readini. which entertains, yet inspires and instructs. THE BOYS' MAGAZINE
will develop your boy's initiative, foster ri..-ht
THINKING and rii.ht DOING, and make him a
manly, moral and courai.reous boy_
Besides a wealth of splendid stories and special artl·
cle& each issue contain• department, devoted to Electric1ty, Mechanics, Wireless, Popular Science, Athletics
ond Physical Tralnlni, Editorials, Stamp and Coln Collectinii, Movln2 Picture PJ,ya and Players, Amateur

Photo5traphy, Cartoonlni, Outdoor Sports, Illustrated
Jokes, etc., etc.

Send only 25 cents, today, for a three months' aub·
•crlptlon. \Ve wtll refund your money promptly and
without question if you are not more than pleased

with THE BOYS' MAGAZINE.

(Romlt In 1tamps II

mcu-e convenient.) Address
SCOTT F. REDFIELD

THE

co_, Inc.

5136 Main Street
Smethport, Pa.
(THE BOYS' MAGAZINE Is o;; salo at all newostands,
20 cents a copy.)

QUICK HAIR CROWTH I
Box Free To You!

1111
~ W(lllld Yow Like Such e11 Jleault

a. Thur ·

-

Do you want., free, a trial box of Kos-

lr:ott.

tb&t.

bu pro•~ 1ucoe11ru1 in 10 manT

i;•ca!sf.!=:;J!~
~~r~!Itt~:~;;'Jli£bi a'"8i:
Tb8 fainou1 prep•mlon Is for dandrulf, tblo0jA'
tt~[$S~ ~~::~~~·e:~ FREE
a new h..tr growth bu been reported. wbe.u
;1!:1;::lf~
r..~!!kot~f.':!!l ~o!s::e.~X
women; It.I• perfectly harmlen aod otteu
1

1

1tarta hair growth In a ferw day1. Addrc.HI

_Koakott Laboratory, East 32d St., l!A-103, Now York, N. y,

HOW TO MAKE LOVE'

(NEW BOOK)Tclls bow to Get
Acquainted; How to Begin Courtship
How to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
Widow;towinan Heires1; how to catch
a Rich Bachelor; how to m anage your
beau to make him rropose;bow to make
yourfelloworgir love you; what todo
before and after the wedding.• Tel19
other tllin&s necessary for Lovers to
know, Sample COJ'Y by mat! 10 cents,
.BOIA.L BOOS:
Box 9 13o, .Norffalk, ()OIIA,

co.,

031 Young Wild West's Toughest Trail; or, Baffled by Bandits.
03:.! Yoling Wild West at •·1,'orbidden Pass"; null, How .Arietta Pa:,,
f be 'l'oll.
033 Young Wild West and the Indian Traitor; or, The Charge of th,
"Red" Brigade.
03'1 Young Wild W.cst and the i)Josked Cowboy; or, Arielta's r.ead
Hope.
035 Young Wile! ,vest ::inti the Rauchero's Daughter; or, A Hot OJ
'l'lme In ;)lexico.
936 Yo11ng \Vild West ancl the Rund llll! '·Terrors''; or, The Roa
.Agents of the 8anta l!'c Trnil.
03i Young \\'lie! \\'est .After "White llorse Jack"; or, Arietta and th
Wild lllustang.
l
93S Young Willi \\' est and the Cattle Branders; or, Crooked Work o
the mg G !lunch.
~
930 Young Wild West's Four Foes; or, The Secret Band -of Col
Camp.
940 Young /Wild West's Race for Go!(l; or, Arietta and the Bnn
Hohbers.
041 Young Wild West and the Tenderfoot Tonrist; or, A Grizzly nuv
in the Rockies.
For sale b,• all newsdealers, or will be sent to any addres s 0
receipt of price, 7 cents per copy, in money or postage stnn1ps, l)y
HARRY E, WOLJ,'F, Pub., lOG ,vest 23d St .. New York,

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
contains more for the money tlian any book pnblished.

No. 9, HOW TO BECOME A YENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry Ken
ncdy. Every intelligent boy reading this book of instructions ca
master the art, and create nny amount of fun for himself an
friends. It is the greatest book ever pubilshcd.
No, 10. no,v TO BOX.-'l'he art of self-defense made easy. coL
tnining over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the differet
positions of a goo<l boxer. Every boy should obtain one of the,
useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box witho,
an instructor.
No. 11, HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most comnlel
little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters, an
when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12, HOW TO WRITE LETTEUS TO LADIES.-Giving con
plete instruction for writine: letters to ladies on all subjects ; alt
letters of introduction, notes and requests.
No. 13- HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE--It Is
great life secret, and one that every young muu desires to know a
about. The re's happiness In It.
No. U. HOW TO MAKE CANDY,-A complete hand-book f1
making all kinds of candy, lce-crenm, syrnps, essences, etc., etc.
No. 18, HOW TO BECOJIIE BEAU'.('IFUL.-One o! the brightf,
ancl most valuable little books ever given to the world. Everybod
wishes to know bow to become beautiful, both male and female. Tt
secret is simple, and almost costless.
No

20

HOW

·ro

ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PAR'l'Y.-A COD

plete' coi:zipendium of games, s ports, caril. diversions, co_mic recJt 1
t1ons, etc., suitable for parlor or drawing-room entertamment. '
For •ale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any addnaa 0
receipt of price, lOc.· per copy, or S for 2iic., 1n money or

etamP•, by
FRANK TOUSEY. Pub •• 188 West !Sd St., New YHlr.

SCENARIOS

p01u,1

'HOWTO
WRITE'l'HEM

By JAMES P. COGAN

l'l'lee..1111 Centa Fer Copy
Th1s book contains a'lt the most recent changes 1n the method
of construction and su hmission of scenarjos.. Sixt;Jr Le.!!SODS.
covering every phase of scenario writing, trom the most el&-

mental to the most advanced principles. This treatise covers
everything a person must know in order to .xnake money as a
successful scenario writer.. For sale by aLl Newa.-dealers ~nd
Book-Storce.. It you cannot procure a co_py, send u s. the price,
.86 cents.. in money or postage stamps, and we will mail :vou one.
p ostage free. Address
L, SEN.AltENS. 219 Seventh Ave.. ;N.ew York. N, Y,

